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President and CEO Kwu11g-Wu Kim, the Board ofTrustccs and 
the faculty of Columbia College Chiaigo arc proud to annow1cc the 
COMMENCEMENT OF 
THE CLASS OF 2016 
Columbia 
COLLE G E C HI CAGO 

SATURDAY, MAY 14, 2016, 10 A.M. 
Advertising & Public Relations, American Sign Language, 
Creative Writing, Humanities, History and Social Sciences: 
Cultural Studies, Education, English, Journalism, Radio 
COMMENCEMENT CONCERT 
The 2016 Commencement Concert features performances by 
Columbia College Chicago's student ensembles: 
R&B Ensemble: Showcase (Chuck Webb, Director) 
Fusion Ensemble (William Boris. Director) 
Momz - Recording and Performance Ensemble (Gary Yerkins, Director) 
Columbia College Chicago Jazz Ensemble (Scott Hall, Director) 
Columbia College Chicago Commencement Choir (Walter Owens, Director) 
Joe Cerqua, Producer/Director 
Steve Hadley, Associate Producer 
Rosita Sands, PhD, Interim Chair, Music 
PROCESSIONAL 
"March of the Columb,ans· 
By Scott Hall 
·walk lhis Way· 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
Arranged by Scott Hall 
"lhe Star-Spangled Banner· 
Words by Francis Scott Key 
Music by John Stafford Smith 
Arranged by Joe Cerqua 
"Lift Every Voice and Sing· 
Words by James Weldon Johnson 
Music by J. Rosamond Johnson 
Arranged by Roland carter 
American Sign Language Interpretation by: 
Ciara Morales ('16) 
Phtundra Thompson ('16) 
Peter Cook, Associate Professor. American Sign language 
WELCOME AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
Erin McCarthy, PhD 
Associate Professor, History 
MANIFEST MUSIC VIDEO 2016 
Scenes from Manifest. the college's annual celebration of graduating 
student work, set to an original score composed and performed by Music 
Video Contest winner Rockeal Jones(' 16). 
GREETING FROM THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Chester T. Kamin 
CLASS OF 2016 VALEDICTORIAN ADDRESS 
Alesha Mae Pulscher ('16) 
Bachelor or Arts, Advertising & Pubhc Relations 
Introduced by Rachel Ready, lecturer, Journalism 
POETRY READING: 2016 COMMENCEMENT POETRY 
CONTEST WINNER 
·Drift" by Christina Rodriguez ('16) 
Read by the author 
VIDEO PRESENTATION: "OUR COLUMBIA JOURNEY" 
VIDEO CONTEST WINNERS 
Donald Anderson ('16) 
Ayrika Craig ('16) 
Giovanni McEasuand (' 16) 
Brannagan Mukaisu (' 16) 
Victoria Street ('16) 
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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
Kwang-Wu Kim. OMA, President and CED 
MUSICAL INTERLUDE 
"Uptown Funk" 
By Mark Ronson. Jeff Bhasker. Bruno Mars, Philip Lawrence. Nicholas Wil· 
Iiams. Devon Gallaspy and the Gap Band 
Arranged by Carey Oeadman 
Performed by Momz - lhe Recording and Performance Ensemble; the R&B 
Ensemble; Showcase; the Columbia College Chicago Commencement 
Choir; and the Columbia College Chicago Jazz Ensemble 
RECOGNITION OF EMERITUS FACULTY 
Herbert Allen. Associate Professor fmeritus. Advertising 
Joan Erdman, PhD, Professor Emerita, Anthropology and Cultural Studies 
Barbara Iverson, PhD, Associate Professor Emerita, Journalism 
CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREE AND ADDRESS 
Tracy K. Smith, MFA 
Poet and Educator 
Introduced by Matthew Shenoda, Associate Professor, Creative Writing 
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CONFERRAL OF DEGREES 
Conferred by President Kim, assisted by: 
Stanley T. Wearden. PhD, Senior Vice President and Provost 
Steven Corey, PhD, Interim Dean, School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Constantin Rasinariu, PhD, Interim Dean. School of Media Arts 
RECESSIONAL 
·see You in Your Dreams• 
By Steve Hadley 
Arranged by Stu Greenspan 
Performed by the Columbia College Chicago Jazz Ensemble and the 
Columbia College Chicago Commencement Choir 
·oon't Git Sassy· 
By Thad Jones 
SATURDAY, MAY 14, 2016, 1:30 P.M. 
Audio Arts & Acoustics, Creative Arts Therapies, Dance, 
Music Technology, Science and Mathematics: Art and Materials 
Conservation, Television, Theatre 
COMMENCEMENT CONCERT 
The 2016 Commencement Concert features performances by 
Columbia College Chlcago•s student ensembles: 
R&B Ensemble: Showcase (Chuck Webb, Director) 
Fusion Ensemble (William Boris, Director) 
Momz - Recording and Performance Ensemble (Gary Yerkins. Director) 
Columbia College Chicago Jazz Ensemble (Scott Hall. Director) 
Columbia College Chicago Commencement Choir {Walter Owens, Director) 
Joe Cerqua, Producer/Director 
Steve Hadley, Associate Producer 
Rosita Sands, PhD. Interim Chair, Music 
PROCESSIONAL 
"March or the Columbians" 
By Scott Hall 
· walk This Way· 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
Arranged by Scott Hall 
· 111e Star-Spangled Banner· 
Words by Francis Scott Key 
Music by John Stafford Smith 
Arranged by Joe Cerqua 
"Lift Every Voice and Sing" 
Words by James Weldon Johnson 
Music by J. Rosamond Johnson 
Arranged by Roland Carter 
American Sign Language Interpretation by: 
Ciara Morales(' 16) 
Phtundra Thompson {"16) 
Peter Cook, Associate Professor. American Sign Language 
WELCOME AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
Erin Mccarthy. PhD 
Associate Professor, History 
MANIFEST MUSIC VIDEO 2016 
Scenes from Manifest. the college·s annual celebration of graduating 
student work. set to an original score composed and performed by Music 
Video Contest winner Rockeal Jones ('16). 
GREETING FROM T HE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Luis de la Parra 
CLASS OF 2016 VALEDICTORIAN AD.DRESS 
Taylor Rose Chwae {'16) 
Bachelor of Fine Arts. Dance 
Introduced by Peter Carpenter. PhD. Associate Professor, Dance 
POETRY READING: 2016 COMMENCEMENT POETRY 
CONTEST WINNER 
"Drift· by Christina Rodriguez(' 16) 
Read by the author 
VlDEO PRESENTATION: "OUR COLUMBIA JOURNEY" 
VIDEO CONTEST WINNERS 
Donald Anderson (" 16) 
Ayrika Craig ('16) 
Giovanni McEastland ("16) 
Brannagan Mukaisu {'16) 
Victoria Street(' 16) 
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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
Kwang-Wu Kim, OMA, President and CED 
MUSICAL INTERLUDE 
·Uptown Funk" 
By Mark Ronson, Jeff Bhasker, Bruno Mars, Philip Lawrence, Nicholas Wil-
liams. Devon Gallaspy and the Gap Band 
Arranged by Carey Deadman 
Performed by Momz - The Reeording and Performance Ensemble; the R&B 
Ensemble: Showcase: the Columbia College Chicago Commencement 
Choir: and the Columbia College Chicago Jazz Ensemble 
RECOGNITION OF EMERITUS FACULTY 
Ann Hanson, Associate Professor Emerita, Mathematics 
Cecille O'Reilly, Associate Professor Emerita, Theatre 
Lucas Palermo, Associate Professor Emeritus, Television 
CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREE AND ADDRESS 
Jane Lynch 
Actress, Singer, Comedian and Author 
Introduced by Anne Libera, Assistant Professor, Theatre 
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CONFERRAL OF DEGREES 
Conferred by President Kim, assisted by: 
Stanley T. Wearden, PhD, Senior Vice President and Provost 
Onye Ozuzu, MFA, Interim Dean, School of Fine and Performing ArtS 
Constantin Rasinarlu, PhD, Interim Dean, School of Media Arts 
RECESSIONAL 
"See You in Your Dreams· 
By Steve Hadley 
Arranged by Stu Greenspan 
Performed by the Columbia College Chicago Jazz Ensemble and the 
Columbia College Chicago Commencement Choir 
"Don't Git Sassy· 
By Thad Jones 
SATURDAY, MAY 14, 2016, 5 P.M. 
Business & Entrepreneurship, Fashion Studies, 
Interactive Arts & Media 
COMMENCEMENT CONCERT 
The 2016 Commencement Concert features performances by 
Columbia College Chicago's student ensembles: 
. R&B Ensemble: Showcase (Chuck Webb. Director) 
Fusion Ensemble (William Boris. Director) 
Momz - Recording and Performance Ensemble (Gary Yerkins. Director) 
Columbia College Chicago Jazz Ensemble (Scott Hall, Director) 
Columbia College Chicago Commencement Choir (Walter Owens. Director) 
Joe Cerqua, Producer/ Director 
Steve Hadley, Associate Producer 
Rosita Sands, PhD, Interim Chair. Music 
PROCESSIONAL 
· March of the Columbians· 
By Scott Hall 
·walk This Way· 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
Arranged by Scott Hall 
"The Star-Spangled Banner· 
Words by Francis Scott Key 
Music by John Stafford Smith 
Arranged by Joe Cerqua 
"Lift Every Voice and Sing· 
Words by James Weldon Johnson 
Music by J. Rosamond Johnson 
Arranged by Roland Caner 
American Sign Language Interpretation by: 
Ciara Morales ('16) 
Phtundra Thompson ('16) 
Peter Cook, Associate Professor. American Sign Language 
WELCOME AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
Shanita Baraka Akintonde, MBA 
Associate Professor, Advenislng 
MANTFESTMUSIC VIDEO 2016 
Scenes from Manifest. the college's annual celebration of graduating 
student worl<, set to an original score composed and performed by Music 
Video Contest winner Rockeal Jones ('16). 
GREETING FROM THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
William E. Wolf 
CLASS OF 2016 VALEDICTORIAN ADDRESS 
Taylor Nicole Franklin ('16) 
Bachelor of Ans. Fashion Business 
Introduced by Dana Connell, Associate Professor, Fashion Studies 
POETRY READING: 2016 COMMENCEMENT POETRY 
CONTEST WINNER 
"Drift" by Christina Rodriguez ('16) 
Read by the author 
VIDEO PRESENTATION: "OUR COLUMBIA JOURNEY" 
VIDEO CONTEST WINNERS 
Donald Anderson (' 16) 
Ayrika Craig ('16) 
Giovanni McEastland ('16) 
Brannagan Mukaisu ("16) 
Victoria Street ('16) 
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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
Kwang-Wu Kim, OMA, President and CEO 
MUSICAL INTERLUDE 
"Uptown Funk" 
By Mark Ronson, Jeff Bhasker. Bruno Mars, Philip Lawrence, Nicholas Wil· 
Iiams, Devon Gallaspy and the Gap Band 
Arranged by Garey Deadman 
Performed by Momz - The Recording and Performance Ensemble: the R&B 
Ensemble: Showcase: the Columbia College Chicago Commencement 
Choir: and the Columbia College Chicago Jazz Ensemble 
RECOGNITION OF EMERITUS FACULTY 
J. Dennis Rich, PhD. Professor Emerlws. Business & Entrepreneurship 
CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREE AND ADDRESS 
Diane Warren 
Grammy Award-Winning Songwriter 
Introduced by Marcos Enrique Palacios (BA '06). Music Producer 
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CONFERRAL OF DEGREES 
Conferred by President Kim, assisted by: 
Stanley T. Wearden. PhD. Senior Vice President and Provost 
Onye Ozuzu. MFA, Interim Dean. School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Constantin Rasinariu, PhD, Interim Dean. School of Media Arts 
RECESSIONAL 
"See You in Your Dreams" 
By Steve Hadley 
Arranged by Stu Greenspan 
Performed by the Columbia College Chicago Jazz Ensemble and the 
Columbia College Chicago Commencement Choir 
"Don't Git Sassy· 
By Thad Jones 
SUNDAY, MAY 15, 2016, 12 P.M. 
Cinema Art + Science, Photography 
COMMENCEMENT CONCERT 
The 2016 Commencement Concert features performances by 
Columbia College Chicago's student ensembles: 
R&B Ensemble: Showcase {Chuck Webb, Director) 
Fusion Ensemble (William Boris, Director) 
Momz - Recording and Performance Ensemble (Gary Yerkins, Director) 
Columbia College Chicago Jazz Ensemble (Scott Hall, Director) 
Columbia College Chicago Commencement Choir (Walter Owens, Director) 
Joe Cerqua, Producer/Director 
Steve Hadley. Associate Producer 
Rosita Sands, PhD, Interim Chair, Music 
PROCESSIONAL 
"March of the Columbians· 
By Scott Hall 
·walk This Way· 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
Arranged by Scott Hall 
"The Star-Spangled Banner· 
Words by Francis Scott Key 
Music by John Stafford Smith 
Arranged by Joe Cerqua 
"Lift Every Voice and Sing· 
Words by James Weldon Johnson 
Music by J. Rosamond Johnson 
Arranged by Roland Carter 
American Sign Language Interpretation by: 
Ciara Morales(' 16) 
Phtundra Thompson {'16) 
Peter Cook, Associate Professor. American Sign Language 
WELCOME AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
Shanita Baraka Akimonde. MBA 
Associate Professor. Advertising 
MANIFEST MUSIC VIDEO 2016 
Scenes from Manifest. the college's annual celebration of graduating 
student work, set to an original score composed and performed by Music 
Video Contest winner Rockeal Jones(' 16). 
GREETING FROM THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Asha L.I. Spencer 
CLASS OF 2016 VALEDICTORIAN ADDRESS 
Jennifer Elise Fagan ('16) 
Bachelor of Arts, Photography 
Introduced by Myra Greene, Associate Professor. Photography 
POETRY READING: 2016 COMMENCEMENT POETRY 
CONTEST WINNER 
"Drift" by Christina Rodriguez {'16) 
Read by Elisheva Kohn {"18) 
VIDEO PRESENTATION: "OUR COLUMBIA JOURNEY" 
VIDEO CONTEST WINNERS 
Donald Anderson {'16) 
Ayrika Craig {'16) 
Giovanni McEastland ('16) 
Brannagan Mukaisu ('16) 
Victoria Street ("16) 
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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
Kwang-Wu Kim. OMA. President and CEO 
MUSICAL INTERLUDE 
"Uptown Funk" 
By Mark Ronson, Jeff Bhasker. Bruno Mars. Philip Lawrence, Nicholas Wil· 
Iiams. Devon Gallaspy and the Gap Band 
Arranged by carey Deadman 
Performed by Momz - The Recording and Performance Ensemble: the R&B 
Ensemble: Showcase: the Columbia College Chicago Commencement 
Choir. and the Columbia College Chicago Jazz Ensemble 
RECOGNITION OF EMERITUS FACULTY 
Elizabeth Ernst, Associate Professor Emerita. Photography 
Paul Hettel, Associate Professor emeritus, Cinema Art + Science 
Thomas Shirley. MFA. Associate Professor Emeritus. Photography 
Christopher Swider. MFA. Professor Emeritus, Cinema Art + Science 
Barry Young, MFA. Associate Professor emeritus, Cinema Art + Science 
CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREE AND ADDRESS 
Paul Garnes (BA '96) 
Television and Movie Producer 
Introduced by Don Smith. Associate Professor, Cinema An + Science 
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CONFERRAL OF DEGREES 
Conferred by President Kim. assisted by: 
Stanley T. Wearden. PhD, Senior Vice President and Provost 
Onye Ozuzu, MFA, Interim Dean, School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Constantin Rasinariu, PhD. Interim Dean. School of Media Arts 
RECESSIONAL 
·see You in Your Dreams· 
By Steve Hadley 
Arranged by Stu Greenspan 
Performed by the Columbia College Chicago Jazz Ensemble and the 
Columbia College Chicago Commencement Choir 
·Don't Git Sassy· 
By Thad Jones 
SUNDAY, MAY 15, 2016, 3:30 P.M. 
Art & Art History, Design, Interdisciplinary Arts, Music 
COMMENCEMENT CONCERT 
lhe 2016 Commencement Concert features performances by 
Columbia College Chicago's student ensembles: 
R&B Ensemble: Showcase {Chuck Webb, Director) 
Fusion Ensemble {William Boris, Director) 
Momz - Recording and Performance Ensemble (Gary Yerkins, Director) 
Columbia College Chicago Jazz Ensemble {Scott Hall. Director) 
Columbia College Chicago Commencement Choir (Walter Owens. Director) 
Joe Cerqua. Producer/Director 
Steve Hadley, Associate Producer 
Rosita Sands, PhD. Interim Chair, Music 
PROCESSIONAL 
"March of the C-Olumbians· 
By Scott Hall 
·walk lhis Way· 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
Arranged by Scott Hall 
"lhe Star-Spangled Banner· 
Words by Francis Scott Key 
Music by John Stafford Smith 
Arranged by Joe Cerqua 
"Lift Every Voice and Sing· 
Words by James Weldon Johnson 
Music by J. Rosamond Johnson 
Arranged by Roland Carter 
American Sign Language Interpretation by: 
Ciara Mora les(' 16) 
Phtundra lhompson {'16) 
Peter Cook, Associate Professor, American Sign Language 
WELCOME AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
Erin Mccarthy, PhD 
Associate Professor, History 
MANIFEST MUSIC VlDEO 2016 
Scenes from Manifest, the college·s annual celebration of graduating 
student work, set to an original score composed and performed by Music 
Video Contest winner Rockeal Jones{'16). 
GREETING FROM THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Barry M. Sabloff 
CLASS OF 2016 VALEDICTORIAN ADDRESS 
Justin Thomas Moran {'16) 
Bachelor of Arts, Interdisciplinary {Fashion Studies and Journalism) 
Introduced by Brandon Frein, Part-time Faculty. Fashion Studies 
POETRY READING: 2016 COMMENCEMENT POETRY 
CONTEST WINNER 
·Drift" by Christina Rodriguez {'16) 
Read by Elisheva Kohn (' 18) 
VIDEO PRESENTATION: "OUR COLUMBIA JOURNEY" 
VIDEO CONTEST WINNERS 
Donald Anderson ('16) 
Ayrika Craig {' 16) 
Giovanni McEastland {'16) 
Brannagan Mukaisu ('16) 
Victoria Street ('16) 
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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
Kwang-Wu Kim, OMA, President and CEO 
MUSICAL INTERLUDE 
"Uptown Funk" 
By Mark Ronson, Jeff Bhasker, Bruno Mars, Philip Lawrence, Nicholas Wil· 
Iiams, Devon Gallaspy and the Gap Band 
Arranged by carey Oeadman 
Performed by Momz - The Recording and Performance Ensemble: the R&B 
Ensemble: Showcase: the Columbia College Chicago Commencement 
Choir: and the Columbia College Chicago Jazz Ensemble 
RECOGNITION OF EMERITUS FACULTY 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Professor Emeritus, Music 
Carol Hallday-McQueen. MFA, Associate Professor E:merita, Art & Art 
History 
Corey Postlgllone. Associate Professor Emeritus, Art & Art History 
CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREE AND ADDRESS 
Carlos Tortolero 
Founder and President, National Museum of Mexican Art 
Introduced by Mark Kelly. Vice President for Student Success 
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CONFERRAL OF DEGREES 
Conferred by President Kim, assisted by: 
Stanley T. Wearden. PhD. Senior Vice President and Provost 
Onye Ozuzu. MFA, Interim Dean. School of Fine and Performing Ans 
RECESSIONAL 
"See You in Your Dreams" 
By Steve Hadley 
Arranged by Stu Greenspan 
Performed by the Columbia College Chicago Jazz Ensemble and the 
Columbia College Chicago Commencement Choir 
· oon·t Git Sassy· 
By Thad Jones 
THE STAR-SPANGLED BANNER 
By Francis Scott Key 
0, say ca,, you see, by the dawn's early light, 
What so proudly we hailed al the twilight's last gleaming? 
Whose broad stripes and bright stars. through the perilous fight, 
O'er the ramparts we watched. were so gallantly streaming? 
And the rockets· red glare, the bombs bursting In air. 
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there. 
0 say, does that star,spangled banner yet wave 
o·er the land of the free and the home of the brave? 
On the shore, dimly seen through the mists of the deep, 
Where the foe's haughty host in dread silence reposes, 
What is that which the breeze, o'er the towering steep, 
As it fitfully blows. half conceals, half discloses? 
Now it catches the gleam of the morning's first beam, 
In full glory reflected now shines in the stream: 
'Tis the star-spangled banner! O long may it wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave. 
And where is that band who so vauntingly swore 
That the havoc of war and the battle's confusion 
A home and a country should leave us no more? 
Their blood has washed out their foul footstep's pollution. 
No refuge could save the hireling and slave 
from the terror or flight, or the gloom of the grave: 
And the star-spangled banner in triumph doth wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave. 
O! thus be it ever. when freemen shall stand 
Between their loved homes and the war's desolation! 
Blest with victory and peace. may the heaven-rescued land 
Praise the Power that hath made and preserved us a nation. 
Then conquer we must. when our cause it is just. 
And this be our motto: "In God is our trust." 
And the star-spangled banner in triumph shall wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave! 
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LIFT EVERY VOICE AND SING 
By James Weldon Johnson 
Lift every voice and sing, till earth and Heaven ring. 
Ring with the harmonies of liberty: 
Let our rejoicing rise, high as the listening skies, 
Let it resound loud as the rolling sea. 
Sing a song full o f the fai th that the dark past has taught us, 
Sing a song full o f the hope that the present has brought us: 
Facing the rising sun of our new day begun, 
Let us march on till victory is won. 
Stony the road we trod. bitter the chastening rod, 
Felt in the days when hope unborn had died: 
Yet with a steady beat, 11ave not our weary feet, 
Come 10 the place for which our fathers sighed? 
We have come over a way that with tears has been watered, 
We have come, treading our path through the blood of the slaughtered; 
Out from the gloomy past. till now we stand at last 
Where the white gleam of our bright star is cast. 
God of our weary years, God or our silent tears. 
n,ou Who hast brought us thus far on the way: 
Thou Who hast by Thy might, led us Into the llght. 
Keep us forever in the path, we pray. 
Lest our feet stray from the places, our God, where we met Thee. 
Lest our hearts, drunk with the wine or the world. we forget Thee. 
Shadowed beneath Thy hand. may we forever stand, 
True to our God, true 10 our native land. 
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Winner of the 2016 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO 
COMMENCEMENT POETRY CONTEST 
"DRIFT" 
Small memory, 
go take a walk on 
white knuckled 
islands. 
You're an outlaw 
on a gypsy piano, 
mapping out 
blank tongues 
on the back 
of glaciers. 
noating past 
ancient astronauts 
on your way 
to civllizatlon. 
Who told you 
the moon was 
your child, when 
you haven't 
seen the sun? 
I was told 
standing in 
silence was not 
the way stories 
get written. 
- Christina Rodriguez(' 16) 
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2016 VALEDICTORIANS 
Saturday, May 14, 2016, 10 a.m. 
ALESHA MAE PULSCHER 
Bachelor of Arts, Advertising & Public Relations 
Alesha Pulscher moved from Northwest Iowa to Chicago in the fall of 2012 
to begin her Columbia College Chicago education as a Fashion Business 
student. Realizing her passion for marketing stretched beyond fashion. she 
soon changed her major to Advertising. Pulscher loves the way advertising 
Impacts popular culture, and she uses her minor in Women and Gender 
Studies to influence positive social change In the field. After graduation. 
Alesha plans to begin her career as an account manager or planner at a 
Chicagoland advertising agency. 
Saturday, May 14, 2016, 1:30 p.m. 
TAYLOR ROSE CHWA E 
Bachelor of Fine Arts, Dance 
Taylor Chwae is a Dance major with a minor in Arts Management. She grew 
up dancing in Madison. Wisconsin, where she performed with Madison 
Ballet and was a company member in the Madison Contemporary Vision 
Dance Company. While at Columbia. Chwae performed in many student 
works as well as works by faculty members Kyle Seguin, Pam McNeil and 
Peter Carpenter. Her senior capstone project will be her third choreo· 
graphed work presented on the Dance Center stage. She currently teaches 
at Dance Infusion. and to fulfi ll her teaching practicum she is a teaching 
artist for Design Dance. 
Saturday, May 14, 2016, 5 p.m. 
TAYLOR NICOLE FRANKLIN 
Bachelor of Arts, Fashion Business 
Taylor Franklin is originally from Ashland, Ohio. A member of the Honors 
Program a t Columbia College Chicago. she is graduating wi th a degree 
in Fashion Business with a minor in Marketing. Franklin participated in a 
nationwide compet ition tor the National Retail Federation. She and her 
team advanced to finals In New York City, where they earned second place. 
Franklin has worked as a sales representative a t Bonnie Atlas Showroom 
since 2012. 
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Sunday, May 15, 2016, 12 p.m. 
JENNIFER ELYSE FAGAN 
Bachelor of Arts, Photography 
Jennifer Fagan is a visual artist living and working in Chicago. Fagan is 
interested in the intersection of art and gender politics. Her interdisciplinary 
practice is an exploration of masculinity. loss and identity through photog-
raphy, video and performance. Fagan is the gallery assistant at Catherine 
Edelman Gallery. 
Sunday, May 15, 2016, 3:30 p.m. 
JUSTIN THOMAS MORAN 
Bachelor of Arts, Interdisciplinary (Fashion Studies and Journalism) 
With a strong interest in undiscovered fashion designers, rising artists and 
underground queer culture, Justin Moran's editorial work has already been fea-
tured in several venerated publications. At age 2 1. he's the lead fashion editor 
for BULLETT. managing editor for BlackBook. trend columnist for Papet and a 
regular contributor for Nylon, Nylon Guys and Vs. Moran grew up in Minneapolis. 
where he exercised his love of musical theatre for years. He currently resides 
in New York, where he will continue pursuing a career in 1nedia. 
HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENTS 
Each year, Columbia College Chicago confers honorary degrees on individuals who have made outstanding contributions 
to the arts, journalism and the media, education, polit ics and the business world. TI1eir professional accomplishments. 
creative vision, and social and political engagement truly embody the highest ideals of the college. 
To be honored Saturday, May 14, 10 a.m. 
TRACY K. SMITH, MPA 
Tracy K. Smith is the author of the critically acclaimed memoir Ordinary Lig/11. 
a finalist for the 2015 National Book Award In Nonfiction and selected as 
a Notable Book by the New York nmes and Washington Post. She is also the 
author of three books of poetry. Her most recent collection of poems, Life 
on Mars, won the 2012 Pulitzer Prize and was selected as a New York Times 
Notable Book. TI1e collection draws on sources as disparate as Arthur C. 
Clarke and David Bowie, and is in part an elegiac tribute to her late father, an 
engineer who worked on the Hubble Telescope. Dvende won the 2006 James 
Laughlin Award From the Academy of American Poets and an Essence Literary 
Award. Tile &,(!y's Qvestion was the winner of the 2002 Cave Canem Poetry 
Prize. Smith was the recipient of a Rona Jaffe Foundation Writers' Award in 
2004 and a Whiting Award in 2005. In 2014 the Academy of American Poets 
awarded Smith with the Academy Fellowship. In 2016 she won the 16th 
annual Robert Creeley Award. 
Smith's poems speak largely to the role of art and to the conception of 
what it means to be American, dealing with the ·evolution and decline of 
the culture we belong to.· After her undergraduate work a t Harvard, Smith 
earned her MFA in Creative Writing at Columbia University, and was a Stegner 
Fellow in Poetry a t Stanford University from 1997 to 1999. Sile is the director 
of Princeton University's Creative Writing Program. 
To be honored Saturday, May 14, 1:30 p.m. 
JANE L YNCI-I 
Actress Jane Lynch was raised on the South Side of Chicago and cut her 
theatrical teeth in many church basements and assorted dumps and dives 
all over the Chicagoland area. She is proud to have performed with n1e 
Second City and Steppenwolf TI1eatre. Lynch is the two-time Emmy-winning 
host of Hollywood Game Night and an Emmy and Golden Globe winner for her 
portrayal of Sue Sylvester on Glee. Additional television credits include Party 
Down, Lovespring International, Two and a Half Men and Tile L Word. Lynch's fihn 
credits include 1he n,ree Stooges, 1he 40-Year-Old Virgin, Talladega Nights, Julie 
& Julia. A Mighty Wind and Best in Show. Lynch CO-Stars in Mascots, Christopher 
Guest's next movie, which will premiere on Netflix this summer. She made 
her Broadway debut in the 2013 production of Annie, and soon thereafter 
embarked on her own live concert tour, See Jane Sing, Her memoir, Happy 
Accidents, topped several national best-seller lists, including the New Yori< Times 
and Los Angeles nmes. Lynch currently resides in a Los Angeles canyon with two 
dogs, a cat. and lots of trees and birds. 
To be honored Saturday, May 14, 5 p.m. 
DIANE WARREN 
Diane Warren is one of the most prolific and successful contemporary 
songwriters or our time. She was inducted into the Songwriters Hall or Fame 
in 2001 , and she is the sole owner of her publishing company, Realsongs. 
Warren has been nominated for 8 Academy Awards, 13 Grammy Awards, 
including a win for the song ·Because You Loved Me: and 5 Golden Globes, 
including a win for the powerful ballad "You Haven't Seen the Last of Me,· 
performed by Cher in t11e movie Burlesque. Warren's songs have been 
featured in more than 100 mot ion pictures, and she has written more than 
100 top 10 Billboard songs. Her most recent Oscar nomination was for the 
original song ·n1 It Happens to You.· with music and lyrics by Warren and 
Lady Gaga and performed by Lady Gaga. 
Warren wrote the song "This Is for My Girls." which was released In March 
and features vocal performances from Kelly Clarkson, Chloe x Halle, Missy 
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Elliott. Jadagrace. Lea Michele. Janelle Mon~e. Kelly Rowland and Zendaya. 
Sales from the single benefit charities supporting young women's education 
globally, including First Lady Michelle Obama·s Let Girls Learn initiative. 
Warren also wrote the song ·1 Was Here· for Beyonce's record 4. The music 
video was filmed at the U.N. to launch World Humanitarian Day, and the song 
has reached over 1 billion people. She wrote the original song "You Will" for 
Oprah Winfrey. which serves as the anthem for the Oprah Winfrey Network. 
Warren has worked with Whitney Houston. Lady Gaga. Beyonce. Elton John. 
Cher, Faith Hill, Eric Clapton, Celine Dion, LeAnn Rimes. Mariah Garey, Barbra 
Streisand. Justin Bieber. Demi Lovato and Jennifer Hudson. just to name a 
few. Warren, a vegetarian. is a major advocate for animals and the elderly. 
To be honored Sunday, May 15, 12 p.m. 
PAUL GARNES <BA '96l 
Paul Garnes has served as producer. line producer and/or production 
manager on films and television series for Disney, DreamWorks, HBO. ABC. 
NBC. BET. Sony/Screen Gems. Magnolia Pictures and Paramount Pictures. 
Garnes served as vice president of operations and production for Jamie 
Foxx·s FoXl\/King Productions and as head of production for Simmons-Lathan 
Media Group. In 2006. Garnes was recruited by Tyler Perry and Reuben 
Cannon to join the Tyler Perry Company, where he served as vice president 
and executive in charge of production until 2009, overseeing the creation 
of Its mullimillion-<lollar studio and backlot. He also supervised over 250 
television episodes while at the studio. 
In 2011. he produced filmmaker Ava DuVernay's award-winning independent 
feature M;ddle of Nowhere, which won Best Director at the 20 12 Sundance 
Film Festival and the John cassavetes Award al the Independent Spirit 
Awards. In 2014. Garnes was executive producer of Paramount Pictures· 
biopic Selma. also directed by DuVernay. Selma was nominated for an 
Academy Award for Best Picture and won a Golden Globe and Academy 
Award for Best Original Song. Garnes worked as producer on BET's hit series 
me Game and the current season of Viacom/BET's Being Mary Jane. Garnes 
is currently working with DuVemay and Oprah Winfrey to produce the OWN/ 
Warner Horizon series Queen Sugar. set to air in fall 2016. 
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To be honored Sunday, May 15, 3:30 p.m. 
CARLOSTORTOLERO 
Carlos Tortolero is the founder and president of the National Museum of 
Mexican Art, which opened in Chicago in 1987. It is the first Latino museum 
accredited by the American Alliance of Museums and the only organization 
in the nation to win two Coming Up Taller awards (now the National Arts and 
Humanities Youth Program Awards) from the White House. 
From 1975 to 1987, Tortoleroworked as a teacher, counselor and 
administrator for Chicago Public Schools. He has served on numerous 
boards, including those for the University of Illinois, the American Alliance 
of Museums. Chicago Department of Cultural Affairs, Smithsonian Latino 
Center, Illinois Humanities Council and Choose Chicago. In 2015 he received 
the Ohtli Award, the highest honor from the Secretary of Foreign Relations of 
Mexico. reserved for individuals ·who have distinguished themselves in the 
services of the Mexican community outside of Mexico.· 
Tortolero is the co-author of the photo history book Mexican Chicago, and 
he has taught classes at University of Illinois at Chicago, the School of the 
Art Institute of Chicago and Northwestern University. He earned l1is BA in 
Secondary Education and History from the University of Illinois at Chicago 
and his MA in Bilingual Education Supervision from Chicago State University. 
PAST HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENTS 
1964-2015 
2015 
2015 
2015 
2015 
20 15 
20 14 
2014 
20 14 
2014 
2014 
2013 
2013 
20 13 
2013 
20 13 
2013 
2013 
201.3 
2013 
2012 
2012 
2012 
2012 
JOSEFINA LOPEZ Playwright. Screenwriter and Theatre Producer 
ANNA o. SHAPIRO Tony Award-winning Theatre Director and Artistic 
Director of Steppenwolf Theatre Company 
NAN R. WARSHAW Co-founder of Bloodshot Records 
LEONARD C. AMATO President. HBO Films 
CHESTER M. GREGORY Actor and Singer 
JEANNE GANG Architect 
JIM JACOBS Composer. Lyric ist and Playwright 
TONY KARMAN Promoter o f Contemporary Art 
DIANE RAVITCH Professor and Historian of Education 
GORDON QUINN Documentary Filmmaker 
LORENZO RENNIE HARRIS Dancer. Choreographer. Artistic 
Director and Professor 
JOSEPH SHANAHAN Founder and Owner of Met ro and Smart Bar 
MARTHA NUSSBAUM. Philosopher. Author and Professor 
ROBERT TEITEL AND GEORGE TILLMAN, JR. Filmmakers 
JESSICA STOCKHOLDER Sculpto r and Installation Artist 
JANE HAMILTON Author and Novelist 
HERBIE HANCOCK Musician 
WARRICK L. CARTER College President and Musician 
ALLEN M. TURNER Businessman. Arts Activist and Musician 
PHIL RAMONE Music Producer 
LEE FLAHERTY CEO. Flair Communications Agency 
PHILIP.LORCA DICORCIA Photographer 
STEVE JAMES Documentary Filmmaker 
2012 
2012 
2011 
ZOU 
2011 
2010 
2010 
2010 
2009 
2009 
2009 
2009 
2009 
2009 
2009 
2008 
2008 
2008 
2007 
2007 
2007 
WARREN SPECTOR Video Game Designer 
MAVIS STAPLES Vocalist 
REGINA TAYLOR Actress and Playwright 
BRUCE MAU Designer 
RYAN SCHREIBER Arts Entrepreneur 
PETER MAGUBANE Internationally Acclaimed Photographer 
ALEX KOTLOWITZ Nationally Renowned Author and Journalist 
ROBERT KLEIN Award-Winning Acto r and Comedian 
KUNIHIKO UKIFUNE Businessman and Educator 
ALISON KNOWLES Artist 
CARLA DELFOS Arts Education Leader and Executive 
RAY BRADBURY Author 
THOMAS MISNER Audio Engineer. Producer and Educator 
LEE ELIOT BERK Music Educator 
TRISHA BROWN Dancer and Choreographer 
DAN RATHER Journalist and Broadcaster 
PHILIP BAILEY, RALPH JOHNSON, MAURICE WH ITE, VERDINE 
WHITE Renowned Musicians and Recording Artist s 
GRACIELA !TURBIDE Celebrated Photographer 
JOE ADAMS Producer and Art s Manager 
ARMYAN BERNSTEIN Producer. Screenwriter and Director 
DIONNE WARWICK Renowned Recording Artist 
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2006 BUDDY GUY Blues Musician 2001 RENEE FERGUSON Investigative Reporter and Community Activist 
2006 BERNARD SAHLI NS The Second City Founder 2001 HAROLD RAMIS Director and Screenwriter 
2006 LINDA JOHNSON RICE Journalist 2001 MIKHAIL BARYSHNIKOV Outstanding Contributor in the Field 
of t he Arts 
2005 BILL VIOLA Video Art ist 
2005 MARK HEISTER Fashion Designer 
2000 ORAL LEE BROWN Entrepreneur and Savior of Children 
2005 ALAN KAY Computer Innovator 
2000 SIDNEY L. PORT Philanthropist. Businessman and Son of Chicago 
2000 ROBERT V. REMINI Scholar and Teacher 
2000 ROBERT $ HAYE Pioneer of Independent Film 
2004 BILL T. JONES Artistic Director and Choreographer 
2004 MARY ELLEN MARK Photographer and Humanist 
FRANK RICH Author. Editor and Cultural Critic 1999 
ARTHUR C. NIELSEN, JR. Market Researcher and Corporate 
2004 
Leader 
1999 SARA PARETSKY Mystery Writer and Champion of Women 
2003 RUSSELL SIMMONS Art and Music Advocate WILLIAM E. STRICKLAND, JR. Empowering the Disadvantaged 1999 
2003 LOIS WEISBERG Arts Manager and Advocate Through the Arts 
2003 TONY KUSHNER Celebrated Playwright 1999 SHERMAN JOSEPH ALEXIE, JR. Storyteller, Poet and Voioe 
2003 HENRY FOGEL Arts Manager and Advocate 
o f Truth 
2003 JOHN WIDEMAN Celebrated Author 
1998 MOMMA HAWK Mentor of Hope for the Children 
2002 GRACE PALEY Author and Activist 
1998 JOHN H. BRYAN Exemplary Leadership in Business and the Arts 
2002 ALAN ARKIN Actor and Director 
1998 WILLIAM WARFIELD Magnificent Voice of the Century 
2002 JAWOLE WILLA JO ZOLLAR Director and Choreographer 
1998 DAVID HENRY HWANG Tru th-teller for Our Times 
2002 LEWIS MANI LOW Art Advocate 
1997 FRED EYCHANER Media Innovator and Inspiring Activist 
ALTON B. HARRIS Outstanding Columbia College Chicago Trustee 1997 
MARGARET CORBETT DALEY Civic Activist and First Lady of t he 
2001 
City of Chicago 
2001 JESSEL. JACKSON, JR. Member of the United States House of 
JAMES W. COMPTON Champion of Racial Equality 
Representatives 1997 
2001 JOHN SZARKOWSKI Curator, Photohistorian, Writer and 
Photographer 1996 IRV KUPCINET Radio, Television and Newspaper Personality 
20 0 1 DANNY K. DAVIS Congressman and Advocate for Education 1996 JOHN W. ROGERS, JR. Chicago·s Pioneering Investment Leader 
2001 LISEL MUELLER Pulitzer Prize-winning Poet 1996 I SABEL ALLENDE The Voice of Spiri ts. Magic and Dreams 
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1996 RICHARD HUNT Mozart of Metal Sculpture 1992 HENRY AARON Baseball Player and Executive 
1996 PAUL SIMON United States Senator 
1991 DOUGLAS TURNER WARD Founding Artistic Director. The Negro 
1995 VICTOR SKREBNESKI Photographer and Artist Ensemble Company 
1995 JOHN H. JOHNSON A Voice of Reason for All People 1991 HELEN VALDEZ President, Mexican Fine Arts Center Museum 
1995 SANDRA P, GUTHMAN A Driving Force Behind Social Progress in 1991 JOHNATHAN RODGERS President. CBS Television Stations 
Chicago 1991 WILLARD L BOYD President, Field Museum of Chicago 
1995 EUGENE C, D·ANGELO. JR. A Positive Catalyst in the 
Communications Industry 
1990 FAITH HUBLEY Animator and Illustrator 
1995 ANN LANDERS Beloved Advice Columnist 
LEON DESPRES Advocate of Social Justice 1990 
1995 BEN VEREEN Renowned Entertainer 
1990 YOUSUF KARSH Photographer 
1990 HASKELL WEXLER Cinematographer 
1994 HAGE G. GEINGOB Prime Minister of The Republic of Namibia 
CLARENCE PAGE Editorial Columnist 1990 
1994 MYRLIE EVERS-WILLIAMS A Champion o f Justice 
1994 REVEREND JOHN T. RICHARDSON A Chicago leader m Higher 
1989 BERNARD LOWN Nobel Laureate for Peace, 1985 Education 
1994 RITA SIMO Musician. Teacher and Social Reformer 1989 STERLING STUCKEY Historian 
1994 JOHN HOPE FRANKLIN A Scholar for Our Generation 1989 BERNICE WEISSBOURD President, Family Focus 
19S9 LEON LEDERMAN Nobel Laureate in Physics, 1988 
1993 ETTA MOTEN BARNETT Stage and Film Performer and 
Arts Educator 1988 KENNETH G. RYDER President Northeastern University. Boston 
1993 CINDY PRITZKER President. Board of 1988 MIKE ROYKO Newspaper Columnist 
Directors. Chicago Public library 
1988 JOHN BIRKS "DIZZY" GILLESPIE Jazz Trumpeter 
1993 RIGOBERTA MENCHU Nobel Peace Prize Winner 
WILLIAM JULIUS WILSON Sociologist 1988 
1993 JANE ALEXANDROFF A Prime Contributor to the Success 
of College 1988 ARDIS KRAi NiK General Director. Lyric Opera of Chicago 
1993 CAROL MOSELEY· BRAUN United States Senator 
1993 COKIE ROBERTS Senior News Analyst. National Public Radio 1987 LAWRENCE K. GROSSMAN President. NBC News 
1987 PASTORA SAN JUAN CAFFERTY Professor. Social Service 
Administration 
1992 HEDRICK L. SMITH Journalist 
1987 JACK BRICKHOUSE Sports Broadcaster 
1992 MATHILDE KRIM Medical Scientist and AIDS Crusader 
MARGARET BURROUGHS Founder. DuSable Museum 1987 
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1987 IRVING B. HARRIS Distinguished Contributor to Human Welfare 1982 JAMES VAN DER ZEE Photographer 
1987 JAMES HIGHTOWER Texas Commissioner of Agriculture 1982 GARRY WILLS Columnist 
1986 FRED FRIENDLY Broadcast Journalist and Educator 1981 FRANKLIN A. LONG Scientist 
1986 LINUS PAULING Nobel Laureate for Chemistry. 1954, 1981 HARRY EDWARDS Sociologist 
and Peace. 1962 
1981 MICHAEL CACOYANNIS Film Director 
1986 RANDALL ROBINSON Executive Director, TransAfrica 
1981 MARILYN FRENCH Writer 
1986 WILLIAM FORD Unit ed States Congressman 
1981 GEORGE MCGOVERN Statesman 
1986 RUTH ADAMS Editor, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists 
1980 HERMON D. SMITH Chairman, Field Foundation of Illinois 
1985 JAMES HOGE Publisher, New York Daily News 
1980 HARRY WEESE Architect 
1985 EILEEN SOUTHERN Music Historian 
1980 LOIS WILLE Journalist and Pulitzer Prize Winner 
1985 RAY NORDSTRAND President. WFMT, Inc. 
1980 RONALD WILLIAMS President. Northeastern Illinois University 
1985 CONOR CRUISE O'BRIEN Diplomat and Writer 
1979 JESSIE WOODS Director. Urban Gateways 
1984 WILLIAM APPLEMAN WILLIAMS Historian 
1979 JOHN FISCHETTI Political Cartoonist 
1984 JOHN LEWIS Composer, Musician and Founder of the Modern 
MAYA ANGELOU Poet 
Jazz Quartet 1979 
1984 VICTOR NAVASKY Editor, lhe Nation Magazine 1979 
CARLOS FUENTES Novelist 
1984 PAMELA HARRIMAN National Civic Leader 1979 
TOM WICKER Journalist 
1983 HAROLD WASHINGTON Mayor, City of Chicago 1978 
ROBERT COLES Social Philosopher 
1983 MARJORIE CRAIG BENTON United Slates Representative to 1978 
EDGAR Y. "YIP" HARBURG Lyricist 
UNICEF 1978 ABBY MANN Television and FIim Writer 
1983 MARCEL OPHOLS Documentary Filmmaker 1978 ADDIE WYATT Labor Humanist 
1983 CHRISTOPHER JENCKS Educator 1978 CARLOS CHP.VEZ Composer-Conductor 
1982 HELEN CALDICOTT Peace Advocate 1977 ORIANA FALLACI Journalist 
1982 SHERRY LANSING President, 20th Century Fox 1977 ELIOT WIGGINTON Educator 
1982 LUIS VALDEZ Writer, Director and Producer 1977 MARIA MARTINEZ Potter 
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1977 GORDON PARKS, SR. Photographer, Filmmaker and Writer 1972 PAULINE KAEL Motion Picture Critic 
1977 DANIEL SCHORR BroadcaslJournalist 1972 CHESTER " HOWLIN' WOLF" BURNETT Musician 
1972 NEIL SHEEHAN Reporter, New York Times 
1976 JOHN HAMMOND lnnuential Record Producer 1972 WILLIAM F, RUSSELL Sports Commentator, Coach and Athlete 
1976 ROMAN VISHNIAC Biologis t and Pioneer of Photomicrography 1972 NEWTON N. MINOW Public Servant and Attorney 
1976 KATHARINE KUH Art Critic, Curator and Writer 
1976 JONATHAN KOZOL Educator and Social Critic 1971 WILLIAM PROXMIRE United States Senator. Wisconsin 
1976 ED BULLINS Playwright 1971 KAY BOYLE Writer 
1971 JOSEPH PAPP Director, New York Public Theatre and Shakespeare 
1975 ARTHUR MITCHELL Director. Dance Theatre of Harlem 
Festival 
1975 BRICKTOP Entertainer 
1971 CHARLES G. HURST, JR. President, Malcolm X College. Chicago 
1975 ALEXANDER L.C. WILDER Composer 
1971 AARON SISKIND Photographer and Teacher 
1975 GEORGE W, BONHAM Editor•in·Chief, Change 
1975 SEYMOUR M. HERSH Pulitzer Prize-winning Reporter 
1970 R. BUCK MINSTER FULLER Architect 
1970 FRANK REYNOLDS Broadcast Journalist 
ALBERT E. JENNER, JR. Distinguished Lawyer 1970 FANNIE LOU HAMER Chairman. Mississippi Freedom Democratic 1974 Party 
1974 !VAN ALBRIGHT Artist 
1970 WILLIAM M. BIRENBAUM President, Staten island College, New 
1974 JAMES T. FARRELL Writer York 
1974 RUTH PAGE Dancer 
1974 CHARLEMAE ROLLINS Acclaimed Librarian 1969 SISTER ANN IDA GANNON President, Mundelein College, Chicago 
1969 CHARLES WILBERT WHITE Artist 
1973 HARRISON E. SALISBURY Associate Editor, New York Times 1969 DAVID HALBERSTAM Reporter and Pulitzer Prize Winner 
1973 BOB FOSSE Choreographer for Stage and Film 
1973 ROSA PARKS Civil Rights Activist 1968 EDWARD KENNEDY " DUKE" ELLINGTON Composer 
1973 MYLES F. HORTON Director, Highlander Folk School 1968 LOUIS J. "STUDS" TERKEL Wri ter 
1973 JAMES B. HOLDERMAN Executive Director, Illinois Board 1968 RALPH NADER Political Activist 
of Higher Education 
1967 DWIGHT W. FOLLETT Publisl1er 
1972 QUENTIN D. YOUNG National Chairman. Medical Committee 
1967 KENNETH F. MONTGOMERY Attorney for Human Rights 
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1967 NORMAN CORWIN Writer, Poet and Playwright 
1967 LANGSTON HUGHES Poet 
1966 EUGENE RABINOWITCH Editor of Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists 
1966 FREDERICK DOUGLASS O'NEAL President, Actors' Equity 
1966 JOHN BRAOEMAS United States Congressman 
1965 CURTIS 0. MACDOUGALL Distinguished Teacher 
1965 PAUL HAMILTON ENGLE Poet and Teacher 
1964 GWENDOLYN BROOKS Pulitzer Prize-winning Poet 
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Candidates for the degree of 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Thea Baldwin Kimberly Lauren Jauregui Aka nksha Mishra Jennifer Ligaya Senecal 
1oterd1sciplinary Arts Journalism Dance/Movement Therapy lnterdlsciphnary Arts 
Cara Sidn itra Ball Stacie Nicole Johnson 
& Counseling 
Ruchi Rupen Shah 
Journalism Journalism Sarah Moore Oance/Movement Therapy 
Dance/Movement Therapy & Cou,lsehng 
Saiyna Bashir Kaitlyn Kavanaugh & Counseling 
Journalism Dance/Movement 1herapy Stephanie Nicole Terrell 
& Counseling Kandice Latoya Moss Oance/Movcmc,u Therapy 
Sid Yiddish Berns te in Dance/Movement Therapy & Counsehng 
Interdisciplinary M ts Megan Michelle Klug & Counseling 
Dance/Movement Therapy l.i ndsey Rae Thompson 
Jasmine Browley & Counseling Aimee-Ja ne Nash Dance/Movement Therapy 
Journalism lnlerdisclplinary M ts & Counseling 
Donna Mildred Oecotiis 
John Roya l Knowles 
Journallsl'n Peter J. Navarro Megan \Venzl 
Oance/Moveme11t Therapy Dance/Movement Therapy Journalism 
& Counsehng Thomas Joseph Kremer & Counseling 
Joumahsm 
Katie Marie Dominguez Marcos Oro Caldero 
Oanc.:e/Movcmcnt Therapy Jessica Ann Lochte Dance/Movement Therapy 
& Counseling Oanc.:e/Movcmcnt Therapy & Counseling 
& Counseling 
Elizabeth Marie Dun lap Nathaniel Gabriel Pyzik 
Interdisciplinary Arts Jenna Laine Maltby Dance/Movement Therapy 
Dance/Movement Therapy & Counseling 
Michael Matt hew Esparza & Counseling 
Journalism Michelle Richardella 
Devon Gabrielle Marti lnterdlsclplinary Arts 
Isaac Peter Fosl-Va n \Vyke Journalism 
Interdisciplinary Arts 
Candidates for the degree or 
MASTER OF ARTS MANAGEMENT 
Emily Backa l Virgin ia R. Head Oeepa Prasad Britney Nicole Turner 
Lamar Marquis Brown James Robert Jeffries Ill Adriana Prieto Rodriguez Sh ifra F. \Vhiteman 
Santiago Covarrubias Emmanuel Joseph Nea l Betsy Ray Hongjun Ye 
Darrius Covington Juan Jose Pena Montoya Christina Denise Rodriguez Yu Zhang 
Amanda Gan Anisa Ann Peraica Stephanie Toland Si he Zheng 
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Candidates for the degree of 
MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING 
David S. Babbitt 
Elementary Education 
Bawel Emmanuel Daniel 
Al't Education 
Michelle Cristine Garcia 
Etemo,Hary Education 
Leonor Gallardo Hevia 
El~mcntary Educauon 
Candidates for the degree of 
Joy Kahrohn Jones 
Elementary Education 
Melissa Susan McBride 
Art Education 
Holly Menallen 
Elememary Education 
Eri n Leann Mitchell 
Art Education 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Emily J. Alexander Kristopher Campa 
Creative Nonfiction Cinema Art+ Science· Creative 
BJ Allen Pr<>duclng 
lnterdisc1pUnary ArlS & Media Dane Campbell 
Ryan Snyder Ananat 
Creative Writing· Fiction 
Creative Writing· Poetry Daniel John Camponovo 
Kristin Alicia Bazille 
c,eauve Writing· Fiction 
Cinema Aft+ Scic11cc · Creative James Carroll 
Producing Musle Composluon for the Sc.rcon 
Jay Harry Beck Amanda Jane Clark 
Cinema Art • Science· Cinema Creative Nonfiction 
Directing Jasmine R. Clark 
Kari Berton Photog,aphy 
Music Composit1on for th~ Screen Sarah Kristen Conley 
Alexandra Lee Borden Cinema Art+ Science· Cinema 
Music Composition ror the Scree,, Dlroctlng 
Mary Clare Burler Connor Grey Cook 
lnterdlsclphnary Book & Paper Arts Music Composlllon for the Screen 
Kai Michael Caemmercr Christopher Joseph Cozzi 
Photography Music Composition for the Screen 
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Kenneth Jun Oishi 
Interdisciplinary Arts Education 
John Sharp 
Art Education 
Nichelle Amber Stigger 
Elementary Education 
Matthew Paul DeMarco 
Creative Writing· Poetry 
Jeanne Marie Donegan 
Photography 
Gillian Shay Douple 
Croat1vo Wrltlng · Poetry 
Julia Rose Fine 
Creative Wntmg • Ficl10n 
Kristen Lynn f'iore 
Crcatwe Writing· Fiction 
Justine Elizabeth Fitton 
Creative Nonfiction 
El izabeth Holland Forsythe 
Crem,ve writing· Poetry 
El izabeth Gerard 
Creative Writing· Fiction 
Amy Elizabeth Giacalone 
Creative wr,tlng · F,ction 
Zachary Joseph Gordon 
Music Composition for the Scr~cn 
Kamryn Frances Shupe 
Stimpson 
Art Educauon 
Alexandra Zeller 
Art Educalion 
Jan-Hen ry Gray 
Creative Writing· PocLry 
Elizabeth Jane Grear 
Creative Writing· Fiction 
Damon Griffin 
Cinema Art +science· Cinema 
D1tcct1ng 
Chelsea Marie Harris 
Creative Writing· Fiction 
Alicia Hauge 
Creative Writing· fiction 
Caroline Haughton 
Creative Nonfictton 
Thomas Hawkins 
Creative Wrulng · F1ct1on 
Sean T. Hills 
Cinema Art+ Science· Cil1e,na 
D1recung 
Robert \Va ites Hobson 
Creative Writing· Fiction 
Christian Clevy paul James 
Cinema Art + Science • Creative 
Producing 
Yunji Kim Johann ing 
Interdisciplinary Arts & Media 
Mikaela Shea Jorgensen 
Creative Writmg • Fiction 
Stephanie Gabrielle Jurusz 
Creative Nonfiction 
Erner Kinsella 
Music Composillon for the Screen 
Evan Coday Kleekamp 
Creauvo Writing-Poetry 
Marie Louise Stauffer 
Le Bourgeois 
Creative Nonfiction 
Kcyu Liu 
Music Composition for the Screen 
John Lusis 
Photography 
John Aloysius Maloney 
Creative wr1til1g • F1c11on 
Jonathan Wesley Mcdaniel 
Creal.Ive Nonfiction 
Laurel Rose Milburn 
Creative \Wiling· Poetry 
Katherine Lynn Miller 
Cinema Art + $(:ien¢e • Cinema 
OirC!cting 
Jessica Rose Millman 
CrtUIIMl Wnting • f1c11on 
Keith A. Morris 
Cinema Art + Science· Creative 
Producing 
ThembaMoyo 
Cinema An• Sclcnce·CrcatJve 
Producing 
Sophie Leigh Nagelberg 
C,eat,ve Wrlt111g • fiction 
Miguel Bezanilla Naranjo 
Music Composition for the Semen 
Lauren Nichols 
Cinema Art + Science· Crea live 
Producing 
Felix Ofosu-Yeboah 
Film &Video 
Stefan Orozco 
Music Composition for the Screen 
Patti Jeane Pangborn 
Creat.lve Writing · PoeLry 
Carlos A. Prias 
Cinema Art + Science· Cinema 
01rect1ng 
Christopher Charles Recorr 
Music COmJ}OSi1iOn for the Screen 
Patience Rector 
Cinema Art +Science· CroatlV'(! 
Ptoduc,ng 
Margaret-Ann Ritchie 
Creative Wtitlng • fiction 
Cynthia Cook Robinson 
Creative Nonfiction 
Chelsea Elizabeth Rowan 
Cinema Art +Science· Cinema 
Directing 
Gregory Rozen 
Creative Wnting • F1c11on 
Elina Ruka 
Photography 
Prajakta Bharat Sapate 
Cinema Art + Science· Creative 
Producing 
Anne Morgan Sayers 
Interdisciplinary Arts & Media 
Kelly Lynn Schmidt 
Interdisciplinary Book & Paper Arts 
La nden Morris Seesahai 
Music Composition for the Screen 
Diego Sardi 
Cinema Art +-Science· Creative 
Producing 
Elizabeth S. Sidell 
Creative Wnting · fiction 
Howard Simmons 
Crea live Writing · ficlton 
Carl Sorenson 
Music Composition for the Screen 
Dan Jeremiah Sullivan 
Creative Writing · Poetry 
Todd Summar 
Creative Wnting • fiction 
Chcngqin Tang 
Cinema Art+ Science· Cinema 
Oirecting 
Scott Va ha n Tavitian 
Photography 
Daniel Alexander Terrill 
Creative Writing· Fiction 
Jeffrey M. Toth 
Creative Wdthlg · fiction 
Mirjana Ursulesku 
lnterd1sciptinaty Book & Paper Arts 
Dominique Michelle \Vagner 
Creative Wnting • Poetl'y 
Eileen Rae wa lsh 
Photography 
Jean A. Williams 
Cinema Art + Science· Cinema 
Directing 
Jasmine Renee \Vi Ison 
Creative Wnting · Flclion 
Latoya Marie \Volfe 
Creative Writing · ~,ctlon 
Brian Zimmerman 
Creative Writing · Fiction 
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GRADUATION WITH ACADEMIC HONORS 
Columbia College Chicago undergraduates who graduate with a cumulative GPA of at least 3. 75 are recognized as having graduated with academic honors. 
Graduates with a 3. 75-3. 79 GPA graduate cum Jaude ("with honors"); students with a 3.80-3.89 GPA graduate magna cum laude ("with high honors"); and 
students with a 3.90· 4.00 GPA graduate summa cum laude ("with highest honors"). These students wear a gold tassel on their mortarboards at Commencement. 
and their names are listed with an asterisk in the program. 
HONORS PROGRAM GRADUATES 
The following 2016 graduates of Columbia's undergraduate Honors Program have successfully completed fifteen credits of Honors coursework in the Liberal 
Arts and Sciences Core Curriculum and have maintained a cumulative GPA of 3.50 or higher over the course of their college career. At Commencement, Honors 
Program graduates wear a gold Honors stole on which Is embroidered the college seal. 
Cecilia Da le Adams Aidan James Harr Megan Aileen O'Toole Al'ielle Lynne Spotts 
lzik Alequin , Alexandra P. Harrell Kyle Wa lter Pa rtacz Brianna Yael Stein 
Zachary Christian Alsen Donnia Nicole Harring ton Ca itlene Marie Pina James Edward Stepie n 
Samantha Evelyn Belden Laurel Elizabeth Hauge Jona h Paul Pritchett Bridget Laine Talley 
Lucas Blanc Rachel Em ily Hearn A Iesha Mac Pu lschcr Gamaliel Torres 
Samantha R. Boersma Jesse A. Hinchcliffe Nathaniel Gabriel Pyzik Maya Gabriel 
Jennifer Clare Bostrom David Alan Hughes Jr. Adria.nna I. Rajwa Weathersby-Huggins 
\Villia m Karl Brady Jacob Dillon Hughes Amber Kathy Ram irez Tamarah L. Webb 
Anna Bruner \Vesley Robert Hunt Mohamed Adel bin Mohamed Nicole Elizabeth wicks 
Alex is Bernadette Casra nos Jaclyn Olivia Jermyn Rashid Taylor Nicole \Voosley 
Alexandra Cedroni Leanne Marguerite Kelly Jenn ifer Robin Ra)•mo Kelsey Nicole Yates 
Taylor Rose Chwac Lindsey Frances Keslar Trevor Harris Roberts Brennan York 
LeeAn na Rose Ciastko Cassandra Lynne Kranz Taylor Lynn Robinson Janae Alton Young 
Haley Morgan Cieslak Kristine Marie Kulp Deidra MartiscSaddlcr Kath leen Elizabeth Young 
Shanna Ma rlaine Clark Megan Elisabeth Leetz Na ncy Saito 
Delaynna D. Corley \Ves le)• Eric l.erhem Maxwell Scott Sa ndler 
Elizabeth Lillian D'Elia Hannah Lois Linder Ligia Fernanda Sa ndoval 
Sean Michael Duffy Avry David Luy Emily Katherine Scanlon 
Al ice Duhon Eric Cameron Maurer All ison Jennifer Segel 
Brian Fong Jus tin Thomas Moran Michael Emmett Sempek 
Haley Marie Franker Dela ney Bianca Morris Rebecca May Senft 
Taylor Nicole Franklin Jillian M. Nobis Michael Christopher Sha he n 
Mel issa An n Garcia Alec Shane Novosclsky Melanie Elizabeth Shugerr 
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Candidates tor the degree of 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC 
Alexandrin Kay Bartlett 
Christopher Joseph Cozzi 
Daniel John Dancel 
Rcgi Edwin Drake 
t.uis Alonso Echeverria 
Candidates for the degree o f 
Michael \Villfan, Flynn • 
Jazmyne Fountain 
Matthew Casi mer Gonsiorek 
Oliver Keith Hickman · 
Madeline Leahy 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Alejandro Acosta Christopher Paul Chraca 
Kenda II Joseph Brown Isabel Garcia 
Zachary Paul Bruin Ryan Michael Garner 
Tyler Paul Bubcnik Steven C. Hong• 
Tyler Matthew Camp Adam Michael Kyrouac 
Kyle Edward Charmelo Spencer Ledosquet 
Candidates tor the degree of 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
Christina Janine Agnello· Hanna Louise Callaway 
Eliiabeth Aguirre Jose F. Castro 
Madison Edward Apple Claudia Andrea Cavazos 
Barry Asmaou Ashley Chavez 
Dylan Alexa Balanda Ja net Chen 
Lucas Alberto Ballester Taylor Rose Chwae• 
Aonna Amirika-Jean Barksdale Richard Louis Alan Cin fio 
Matthew Barr· Shanna Marlaine Clark· 
Kelsey Elizabeth Blood Luis Antonio Colindres Jr. 
Trinity Dawn Bobo Rache l Marie Dafforn • 
Renata Borro Bocltnak Rhiannon Marie Davis· 
Jessica Bonnell Nina Marie Oclise 
Jazz Sambrina Borst Brian Antonio Dighero 
Kara Elise Bottensck • Taylor Jo Dosier 
Dante Carrington Bridges Emmaline Julia Edie 
Colleen Frances Analise Nicholas Alexander Elkhatib 
Brou illette· Rachel Engledow 
Kevin J. Brouillette• Brianna Rose Eslary 
Jas min Simonne Brown · Genesis Groslami Espana 
Emily Grace Bulger Stacy Espi nor.a 
Michael Thomas Burke· Briabna Shenay Esquivel 
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Elliott Andrew L.upp 
Daniel Cushing McConeghy 
Amber Ronae McM illan 
Isaiah Griffin Oby 
Shau n Michael Pozywio 
\Vesley Eric Lethem • 
Julian Guy Milone 
Erich Scott Pfister 
Frank William Schabold 
Wei Lun David Sim• 
David Ja111es Smith Jr. 
Cynthia Leticia Estrada 
Stephanie A. Fa laschetti 
Crystal Lynn Farnham• 
Mary Fejes 
Patrick Joseph Ford 
Shanna Alexa Fragen 
Emily Marisol Frank 
Haley Marie Franker-
Donavahn \V. Frierson 
Alexis Nicole E'uller• 
Kayleigh Ann FUsinatto• 
Zelda Galewsky• 
Ben Garbacz 
Cristhian Mauricio Garcia 
Nicole F. Garcia 
Samantha Nichole Garner-
Scherrer· 
John Garrison 
BetheiJ Gemechu 
Sarah Gcncmatas 
Alexa Rae Giacinto 
Karolina Prus• 
Niccolo Bryan Puzio 
Scott David Reichard 
Adam Joseph Shead 
Cameron Thomas SuUivan 
Erin Elizabeth Walker• 
Guorenxu• 
Cory Jacob Giguere 
Savanna R. Cockman· 
Katherine Abigail Gorman 
Kasi Lou Goshinsky-
Cassandra Marie Grawe• 
Lucas Gregulak 
Robert Edward Gulas 
Angelica Fabiola Guzman 
Mindy Minjung Ha 
Taylor June Haney 
Sydney Marie Harner 
Alexander Austi n Healy 
Ashley Marie Hentrich 
Sarah Jean Heppner• 
Luke Justi n Herma n· 
Heather Loren Heuck 
Kathryn Marie Hilger 
LaCora lyn Marlyne Hilliard 
Hayley Jill Hogan• 
Laura Maureen Hollis 
Hsun -Hsie n Huang 
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Xiaoying Huang 
Jacob Huddilston 
Kaila Renee Hudson 
Laura Elizabeth Hughes 
Jordyn Leigh Hunter• 
Khoa Dang Huynh 
Fallon Christine Hyde· 
Diana lsufi 
Lorin Elise Jackson· 
Katherine R. Jarecki 
Camille Louise Jenkins 
Natalie Soph ia Jordan 
Nicolette Clarisse Jordan 
Annie Jorgenson 
Nathaniel Juncer 
Ellis Michelle Kaler 
Mirec Kang 
Vincent Kao 
Cassidy Lee Kapson 
Lexus Nicole Karedes 
Chatsaran Karnchanauclompom 
Kelsey A. Kasom • 
Kayla Ann Katz 
Courtney Jean Kendrick 
Zachary Michael Kenzie 
Alexis Noel King 
Brianne King 
Andriana Lee Klangides 
Marlo A. Koch 
Jessica Kozin 
Cassandra Lynne Kranz• 
Marta Krupa 
Michael Edwin Kurowski 
Rachel Eva Kuster 
Owen Nicholas La May 
Molly Kathleen Lane 
Catherine Agnes La Rocca 
Alexis Lynn Lastomirsky• 
Sara Katherine Law 
Christopher Lawler 
Zachary Field Ledyard 
Tiffany Lylia Lee 
Anna Katherine Levy· 
Hannah Lois Linder' 
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Dianne Denise Lombard 
Carolina Lopez 
Lissette lliana Lopez 
John A. Luckas• 
Melissa Magana 
Siana L. Maradol 
Patricia Adriana Marin-Tobon• 
Jeffrey Alexander Markgraf 
Stephanie Taylor Martin• 
Alyssa Miranda Martinez 
Steven Paul Masnjak 
Christina Therese Mazurek 
Lauren Emily McBlaine 
Delvin LeveUe McCray 
Conor Mcgowan• 
Keara Colleen McGraw 
Cole Lawrence McMillan 
Alex Kim Mendes 
Rosangela Mendoza 
Nichole K. Meyer 
Victoria Marie Michalski' 
Agne Mickutc 
Lisa Marie Miotti' 
Jose Juan Miranda 
Alison Elizabeth Moehle 
Lyndsay Molloy 
Abena Motaboli' 
Aaron Myers 
Graham A. Nagel• 
Kana Marie Navarro 
Kelly Gene Nelson 
Rachel Elizabeth Nugent· 
Melissa Katherine Nuti• 
Adelaido Olea 
Andrea Ortiz• 
Briana Christine Ost 
Carmen Irma Pagan· 
Olivia Sydnei Page 
Elizabeth Paulsen 
Christian Pelka 
Victoria Perez-Segovia 
Christopher Leonard Perkins 
Zymante Perruseviciute 
Kirsten A. Pfeifer 
Zachary Pirrello· 
Alexia Plikas 
Diana Gabriella Polanco 
Savanna Marie Pollard 
Kristine Prada 
Alina Puente 
Alexandra Marie Puscheck 
Molly Anne Radley 
An1ber Kathy Ramire'l 
Michael Deangelo Rawls Jr. 
Mitchell Reyes 
Jerome Riley Jr: 
Idalia Karina Rodriguez 
Marciel Rodriguez• 
lsabela Rosales 
Sa mantha Alicia Rosales• 
Madeline Catherine Sachs 
Zena S. Salam 
Hannah M. Sanristevan 
Pauline Santos 
Matthew A. Satchell 
Shelby Anne Sa,vyer-
Jordan O'Neil Sch.linger 
Katherine Becker Schmidt 
Morgan Schneider• 
Lauren Marie Schultz· 
Grace Margaret Schwartz 
Robert Edward Schwcdlcr 
Shelby Sexton 
Sahaj Shah 
Daniel James Sharp 
Christopher Daniel Sheets 
Sonnett M. Shelline-
Sydney Jean Sherman 
Amanda Joan Sims 
Luke Alton Sims 
Alexandria Frances Slavin 
Ryan James Smith 
Sharrell Smith 
Michael A. Spizzirri· 
Arielle Lynne Sports 
Anongnad Srisurayotin 
Nicole Stark 
Dylan Joseph Storck 
Maricela Suarez 
Crystal Elizabeth Sutherland 
Shae Lyn Synnesrvedt· 
Naomi Terashita• 
Yahshua Thurman 
Joseph ThomasTrinen 
Marianna Tsiamas 
Colette Rose Udvardy 
Mirjana Ursu lesku• 
Jennifer Lee Vaccarello· 
Radina Valcheva 
Erika Marie Van vcggel 
Taylor Jean Vann 
Lara Capri Venema 
Krizelda Marie Vidal 
Sarah Maureen Vonderhaar• 
April Ann Voycas· 
Katie Lyn Wagner 
Jasmine Shanice Walker 
Chloe Wallace 
Meahgan Catherine \Vallace 
Caitlin Rose \Valsh 
Ashlyn s. Wheeler-
Sha lisha s. Wheeler 
Taylor Renee \Vhite 
Nicole Elizabeth Wicks• 
Brian James Wiley· 
Megan Kheyonna Williams 
Nicole \Vlodarczyk 
Arielle v. Wolf 
Elizabeth Park Wood 
MengXinXue 
Karen Yatsko 
Michelle Yoon• 
Alessa T. Young 
Tristan Garrett Young 
Martin Zaia Yousif 
Crysta.I Zapata• 
SiheZheng 
Rebecca Lynn Zibrat 
Monica Andreea Zidaru 
Bijoux Zwerling 
Candidates for the degree of 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Devin Lucas Aadland· Jalisa Lynette Ambrose Brendan Daniel Babinski· James Richard Bellandi• 
Joseph RobertAbaroa Nicole Gabrielle Amine Julie Anne Bachtler Anthony Alphonso Belsito 
Michael Joseph Abbatacola Nathaniel Hopkins Amos Toni Alyssa 8adali Carlee Anne Belt 
Jameel Naji Abdul-Rahman Eric Mitchell Anaya Cedric Joseph Bagwell Breanna Lynn Benedict· 
Taiwo Bolatito Abioye Roland Jayson Ancheta James Briggs Bailey Samantha Ivy Benn 
Alex Scott Abrahamson Donald Anderson• Alexandria Sandra Baisden• Yazmin Jasia Benn• 
Jesse E. Abudayyeh Kendall Anderson Allyson Aubree Baitz Rebecca Lauren Berger-
Jayson Acevedo Lani Mae Anderson Elena Leticia Jennifer Baj Vannesa Nicole Bernal 
Vivian Acevedo Deja Elan Anderson-Ross Robert R. Bales Gina-Marie Berrios 
Amelia Louise Ackerman· Indra Marie Andreshak Dominick Ronald Balestri Jacob Breyne Berry 
Cecilia Dale Adams• Sandra Andress Merritt Wile Bankes Sarah Lynn Berry 
Charlotte Elena Adams Amara Andrew Aidan Mackenzie Banta Michael John Besenhofer 
Kizzie Renee Adams• Emma Katlin Andrews• Iman Baraki Steven John Besic 
Abigail Adler Megan Nicole Andrews Zachary Barba Jesse A. Betend 
Krisciann Marie Agne• Austin Jay Andries· Victoria Barela· Armeenah Emon Bey 
Erin Louise Aguilar• Alexander Charles Angelico• Ryan Joseph Barhaug Kylie Bichsel 
Ann Gallagher Ahem Na ndi Qiniso Anyabwile Helena Renee Barker Luke William Biedermann• 
Linda Ajcti Margaret Michelle Appell Matthew Alexander Barker· Travyn Noel Bierkamp 
Alexander James Akmajian Carol Ann Ardolino Nicolette Barksdale Miriam Bigurra 
Dana Marcelien Akre-Fens Jeffrey Thomas Aren son Baylie Elizabeth Barnes Destiny B. Biles 
Stephanie Lynn Albano• Uriel Argueta Miles Benjamin Barrett• Nikole D. Birholtz 
Aracely Alcala Giancarlo Rafa Arias-Ciccarelli Thomas \Villiam Barrett • Dana Marie Bisbee 
Manuela Beatriz Alcala Sanchez Christopher Armond Charles Richard Barron• Desiree Michelle Bishop 
lzik Alequin Alnanda Armour Brittany Elaine Barry Jasmine Maria Bishop 
Benjamin Stuart Alexander Begina C. Armstrong Vincenzo Paolo Bartolomeo Ylva Karolina Bjerstedt Blom• 
Khaleeq Rafee Alfred Caroline A. Arnold · Kenneth Peter Bates Deshawn Lamont Black 
Kian Devon Alisobhani Carolyn Marie Arquette Taylor An1ilas Bates Endya Jamique Black 
Derek B. Allen Lataisha Lanae Arrington Shannon McCullough Bauer· Garrett Avery Black 
Grace M. Allen· Wipaporn Arwatchanakarn David Samuel Baughn1an Spencer Anne Katherin 
Kari Alicia Allen Georgi Stefanov Asenov Scan Patrick Bayard Blacketer 
Raven Tenay Allen Grace Elizabeth Ashenhurst Tracee Allyn Bear Tremaine Ricardo Blackman 
Alex is Aliotta Sarah Marie Asner Meagan Elizabeth Beattie Brittany Rose Blackwell 
\Villem Joseph Aloe An1anda Jo Astroth Aurora T. Beckett Lucas Blanc 
April Alonso DeAnne Marie Ateca Nathan Spencer Beird· Karell Frias BlancaOor 
Zachary Christi an Alsen Rhiannon Debra Austgen-Carty Samantha Evelyn Belden• Emily Renee Blanks 
Gabriel Michael Alston Alexander Matthew Avery Abigail Susanne Bell Shannon Margaret Blum 
Alejandra Maria Alvarei Alonzo E. Avila Adrienne Shanta Bell Daniel Brian Bobek 
Toni Lynn Alvarez• Alma Socorro Avina Connor Joseph Bell Samantha R. Boersma• 
Phili p Alvy Julian Ohanneson Axelrod Divon Bell Nicole R. Bogdan• 
Anastasia Pamela Amanatidis Ayorindc Abiodun Ayoku Evan Joshua Bell Renzo Boggio 
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Mary Mackenzie Boich Devon Nicole Brown• Andrea Cabrera Zachary Daniel Chamberlin 
Nia Lenee Bolden Devyn D. Brown Seth Patrick Cadigan Henry Boyd Chambliss 
Vincent B. Bolger Diamond Leigh Brown Suwalya Elisa Calarco Kam Yan Chan • 
Billie Helene Bolinger Hunter Christian Brown Stephanie Christine Callaghan • Pui Yu Ella Chan 
Amelia Bolstad Jasmine Brown Kwijona Nylexus Calvin Jazmine Ann Chartrand 
Andrea Lynn Bonaparte Jordan Kathleen Brown Casey Campbell· Michael David Chassee 
Elsa Marie Booras Patrick Brown Lauren Michele Campbell Cberifa Cbatti· 
Christina Clarisa Alexandria Tyler Allen Brunelle· Daniela Campos Victor Alexander Chavez 
Booth· Anna Bruner Danielle Canchola· Steven Cheak· 
Marisa Borrello Briana N. Brunn• Pilar Canchola Jo·Hui Chiang 
Lee· Bryan Bosch Anthony Viro Bruno Beth A. Cantafio• Jason A. Chin 
Klaudia Dagmara Bosek • Alexandria Bryant• Patrick Taylor Canute Brendan Lowell Church 
Jennifer Clare Bostrom· Magda lena srylewicz Ellen Cappel LeeAnna Rose Ciastko 
Rachel Marie Sottom • Deana Lynn Buchanan Nina Christine Capua John Pacrick Cibula 
Angela May sour Alexsandra Bucio Maggie Lee Carbone Samantha Jo Cicerale 
Samuel Donald Bowers Marlin Bucio Kevin C. Card Haley Morgan Cieslak · 
Kerbi Lorrin Bowman Stazzi Buckley Casey Barrett Cardinal Jonathon Dallas Cisneros· 
Justin Bernard Bowse Milo Patrick Bue Nara lie Nora Cardona George Williani Clark 
Troy Anthony Boyd Karina Buendia Matthew Robert Carl Lyric Lillian Clark 
Joshua Daniel Boyer Samantha Bueno Parris Ashliegh Carlock Justine Fiona Clarke· 
Bridget S. Boylan Haley Paige Buntrock· Isaac Sean Carlson Darryl Lamont Clayton Jr. 
Raul Ernesto Boza• Drew Anothony Bunzol Thomas Camey Elliot W. Cleaver 
Andrew James Braden Brandon Charles Burel L Garrett Carpenter• Mary Claire Clemons 
\Villiam Karl Brady· Brock Stevenson Burczyk• Ivette Carrillo· Nathan David Clifford 
Brianna Luisa Bran1lett' Stephanie Marie Burda Erin Carter Colin James Cloney 
Jack R. Oransky Richard Paul Burgauer Ariana C. Caruso• Alexis Crystal Coares 
Kayla Marie Bransky Isaroar Burgess· Thomas Gene Cashman· Ashley Renee Coats 
Tyler David Bravo Alissa 8. Burke Haleah Cassell Lashawn Da.Nita Cobb 
Lindsay Renae Breckheimer JetfEnuuett Burnett Daniel Cassidy John Angelo Coduro 
Eamon Matthew Breen JamahdA. Burse Alexis Bernadette Castanos Travis Dillon Coe 
Holden Bumb Brem.Icy Alexandra Elizabeth Bushman Maria Castellucci• Dana Gayle Coen 
Mary Corbett Brennan Katela.ine Gwen Buske' Brian Anthony Castillo Haley Brianne Cohen 
Grace Shannon Brescman· Rebecca Ann Bustamante Lydia Lissette Casti llo· Jordan Lee Cohen· 
Heather Amelia Briggs Valeria Ashley Bustos Rhodela Monique Castillo Christopher Matthew Colabella 
Rosaaen Brisben Xaio Mei-mei Butcher• M.ichael Castle KelseyT. Colatorti• 
Kirstin Alexandr Tyler Butkovsky Brandon Tomas Castro Jotfre-Charles Colbert 
Brockenborough Nicholas Patrick Butts Eric Demonne Cato Corey Kenneth Cote• 
Allison E. Brooks Erica Lee Butz• Arthur \Villiam Catrambone Danielle Grace Cole 
Kendall Louis Brooks Sara Gabriella Buzon Vincent Joseph Cavello Juammani Lamone Coleman 
Qudasha Ariel Moesha Brooks Danielle Renee Bylak Francia Alejandra Ceda no Sr. Camille Collazo 
Levonna Joi 8roon1field Charles Byrd Camila Ccdiel' Breanne Collins 
Brittany Anne Brown Symone Byrd Alexandra Cedroni· Dominique Allana Collins 
Chelsea Ann Brown• Natalie Lynn Byron Zachary Marcus Chacon Elijah E. Collins 
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Jaszmine Christine Collins Ash ley E. Cuellar· Brandon Jeffery DeRue Jonathan Carl Durr 
Keyierra Collins Francis Aaron Cuffan • Sweta Shailesh Desai Brandon Morgan Dye 
Scott Riley Collins Jasmine Cummings Ariana Marie Desimone Deanna Eaton • 
Terrion Devon Collins Eric S. Cunningham Travis Robert DeTolve Earl Alden Eaton 
Danielle Tasha Rae Colom er Michaela Cunningham Paul Joseph Di Ciccio· Caitlyn Therasina Eby• 
Natasha Nicole Combs Nicholas Patrick Curcio Alexander Diaz Natalie Ann Edwards· 
Tyrell Ronald Compton Kathleen Curran Don Maximillian Diaz Andrew James Egelston 
Jessica Rae Connelly Shauna Catherine Curran Edwin Carlos Diaz Zacharia Ehrich 
Christy Dorothy Connors Alyssa Catherine Cuva la Jess ica Diaz Alexander Thomas f.icb 
Daniel Joseph Conrad Chelsea Jose phine Daly Savanna G. Dickhut Brendan Kelsey Ek 
Sandra Contreras Zachar)' M. Dam it John Dickson Sarah Ca roline Ekstrand 
Kyle William Conway Derek Mitchell Dare Scott Gilmore Dickson Erreyon Jarelle Elders 
Jess ica Anne Cook 8enjamin Davidson Joseph Charles DiCosola Lea Ann Elgi n 
Kenneth Edward Cook Kristen Marie Davidson· Rickaiya Cheri Diggs Brooke Elkins• 
Dylan James Coon Cody Michael Davis Seth Ethan Dillon Christopher Elliott 
Aaron Jacquez Cooper Jessica Marie Davis• Marie Elizabeth Dimas Meagen Consuelo Elscnbroek 
Adam Mitchell Cooper Katherine Maclean Davis• Sandra Dimitrijevic David John Endless 
Alyssa Renee Cooper Nicholas Chigozie Davis Annalise Mac Dipka• Melissa Lauren Endsley 
Nancy Alkana Cooper Taurez Davis Sean Michael Dirat Rachel Leah Engel· 
Nicholas Frai1cis Henry Terrell Clarence Davis Kalah Renee Dirksen• Molly Rose English• 
Coppola Theodore Benjamin Dayton Jessica Dis u Ginalle Corinne Enrietti 
Anthony George Corbo Melaina Kristine De La Cruz Ryan Dixon Jeffrey Lee Erickson 
Delaynna D. Corley Joseph Patrick De Luca Jr. Timothy Allen Dixon-Traylor Austin James Eskeberg· 
Karina Corona Araceli De Santiago Julia Antoinette Dobbs 81ake E. Evaristo• 
Charlie James Cote Michael John Deacon u · Amina Lorden Doctrove Jennifer Elise Fagan· 
Julia M. Cote Vielesha Arnaud Deacon Danielle Nicole Dolan Brooke Elizabeth Farnsworth 
Alannah Roseann Courtney Thomas Leslie Dean· Kaydee Dolan Natalie Escobedo Fatato 
Perry Scott Cowdery• Ian Voltaire Deanes Makenzie 8. Dolnick• Cheryl Olufemi Faux• 
Gerald Lee Cowgill Ariana Alyssa Deba ltz Kyle Joseph Donnelly Anastacia Marie Favela 
Frank Vershawn Cox Alexandra Bo Deen Erin Marie Doody Erin Fay 
Jackson Brady Cox Donato DeFrenza Kelly Doody Jeremy Fay 
Lance Taylor Cox· Carissa Leigh Degen John Harrison Dorsey John Anthony Fay 
David Pearse Coyne Dominick Anthony Del Joanne Latoy Dotson-Goldman Matthew Joseph Fee• 
Ayrika Niechel Craig Vecchio• Keara Anne Dougherty• Victoria Su.mn1er Felix 
Donovan Dante Cra ig Connor Patrick Delaney Elizabeth Dow Marshall 1'. f'enty 
T'arah Julita Craig Carlos R. Delgado Liam Richard Doyle Kevin Robert Ferguson 
Brian Crask• Jasm.ine Sarah Delgado Patricia Ann Drake \Vesley Alan Ferguson 
Richard John Crawford Eli1.abeth Lillian D'Elia• Mariah Lynn Driscoll· Jessica Ann Ferolo 
Cassidy Christine Crone Mackenzie Nicole DeMarco Shala Renee Dryden• Suzanne Michelle Ferry 
Geoffrey Cronin Kirsten DeMass Sean Michael Duffy• Nancy Yanin Figueroa 
Lindsey Nicole Cross Gina Alberta Denando· Alice Duhon Miles Fillmore 
Thomas Arthur Crouse Carlyle Ann Connell De Priest Olin James Dunleavy Gina Marie Fimognari• 
Lauren Nichole Crusoe Alyson Marie Derkson Tyler Andrew Dunne Tedi Hana Fingerman 
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Michael James l' inn Alex M. Friedland Audrey Araneta Gaston Zachary Leonard Gray 
Marissa Fischer Molly Blair Friedman James Arthur Gately' Hannah Jane Green 
Christopher Jarrett Fisher Brittney Alexis Friend Jared Christopher Gatewood Melanie Fisher Green• 
Courtney Lynn Fi,igerald Jarrett Cyril Frierson Remedy Jean Gaudino \Villiam Russell Greenburg• 
Justin Fitzgerald· Kevin Virgil Fry Nicholas Jesse Gaurige Alissa Christine Gree ne 
Melissa Paige Fitzgerald Vann M. Fulfs• Stephanie Jessica Gaweda Nina Nicole Gregor• 
Laura Elizabeth Fit:tpatrick Katelyn lllizabeth Fundarek· Gabrielle Diana Gaytan· Zachary Allen Gregory 
Kari Houth Fjellseth Margaret Jordan Galante" Gianna Yvonne Gaza Matl1ew Louis Grodsky• 
Michael Thomas Flaherty Jessica Ashley Galbraith Madeline Elizabeth Gbur Emisha Grover 
Dallas Lee Fleck• LeMonica Gale Caitlin Patricia George Nicole Guerrero 
Caleigb Rose Fleming Alexander Galeana Trevor George Victoria Guir 
Kelly Fleming Kacy Nicole Galisdorfer• Lazar Georgiev· Ryan Melville Gunst· 
Madelyn Claire Flood Claire M. Gallas LOriale Georgitsis XiaoyueGuo 
Megan N. Florence Yesenia Gallegos Alexandra Elle Gerskowitz• Austin Douglas Gustafson 
Jessica Anai Flores Alyssa Christine Gallero Derrick George Geyer Nora Louise Gustafson 
Melissa Maximina Flores Myesha La'Shay Galvin Julian David Gheiler Ana Lucia Gutierrez• 
Miguel Flores• Graciela Gamboa Tarrah Marie Gibbons Avalon Elle Gutierrez 
Corey Reinhard Florin Jessica Danielle Gamez• Zachary Keith Gilbert- John Anthony Arcilla Gutierrez 
Dakota Rhae Flowers Alison Katl1leen Gannon Mahoney Jasmine Denise Guy 
Alyson Kerri Floyd Lucas Michael Gansmoe Francesca A. Giliberto Marcus Guy 
Jessica Fogel Anna Garbien Abby Gillette Guillerrno Guzman 
Casimira Arm Foister Christian Gaberiel Garcia Simone Yvette Gillon Veronica Guzman· 
Brian Fong• Cristina Garcia Rachel Glass• Hayley Elizabet Haaland 
Sinclaire Ren'ee Fonville Cynthia Garcia• Caitlin Mckenna Gleason• Sahar Habibi-Soureh 
Rikki Leigh Foote Felipe Nahum Garcia· Alfredo N. Godinez Clayton David Haddock• 
Amber Aurelia Forbes Hugo Cesar Garcia Janetta Sherrell Goines Mitchell Robert Haerle 
Carl David Forban Jasmine J. Garcia• Jonathan Goldberg Sam Hagensick 
Aja Janay Foster Marco Antonio Garcia Theodore Golden• Nickolas Anastasios Halkias• 
Jeremy Andrew Foster Melissa Ann Garcia• Graydon Hubet Goldman James Guillermo Hall 
Joshua Maurice Foster India Marie Garcia-Kroska Daniel J. Goltz Noah Hall 
Dayna Lyn Franco Miranda Marie Gardley· Rafael Gomez SidneyTristin Hall 
Taylor Nicole Franklin· Robyn Michelle Garmon• Alyssa Gonzalez SpencerTyler Hall 
Tracey E. Franklin Dalton \V. Garrett Olivia Goodman Abdul Hameed 
Lillian Joanne Frankowski Brittany Garth Darius Andrew Goodrich Rosemary Bess Hamill• 
Jarrett Frazier Amelia Garza Maya DeJean Gordon Tara Elyse Hamilton 
Courtney Anne Freeh ' Erick Adrian Ga.rza Tatiana Marie Gorogianis Kathryn Dawson Hammon 
Jeremy Alexander Freeman• Alyssa Ann Gaseor Mallory Aileen Goulding• Charles Hammond 
John Robert Herbert Freeman Armie H. Gaskell Chloe Corrien Graham Alexandria Fanicia Hamsher 
Isaac Evan French Edward Isaac Gaskew Kathryn Patricia Granger Eungyeong Esther Han 
Matthew Joseph French Jamie Paige Gaskin Michelle Graven Callan Handmaker 
Taylor Ariana French Julianna M. Gaspar Justin Ali Graves Stephanie Miko Hanney• 
Jordan Renne Frey Charlotte EleanorGasparetti Jamie Ellen Gtay Brendan Patrick Han.rahan 
Kyle ~·riedberg Ribar Laura Emily Gray William Anton Hans• 
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Andrew Robert Hansen Brian John Hennig Lacey Marie Hopkins Shanna Paige Isaacs 
Jen ni fer Lynn Hansen Carmen M. Henry Dean Robert Hopper Alyssa Marie Izquierdo 
Donald Harry Hanson Eric Joseph Henry Carolyn Shaw Hopps Luis David Jacinto 
Heather Kaylene Hanson Alex Michelle Herber JaVon Cortez Hopson Alyssa Louise Jackson 
Olivia Marie Hanson Adam Stanton Smith Herbert Jaime Irene Horan Arthur James Jackson 
Jason Merrick Hardman · Albert Hernandez Caitlin M. Horine Bria Jackson 
Tyler Hare Caesar Hernandez Destiney Jillerre Horner Dominique Noel Jackson 
Aidan James Harr Emmalee Renee Hernandez Joseph David Horner Douglas Lindsay Jackson 
Alexandra P. Harrell Jose Hernandez l,ucinda Claire Hornschuch Lorenzo Dewayne Jackson 
Donni a Nicole Harrington• Rafael Hernandez·Roulet Sydne K. Horton• Paris Chantel Jackson 
Jamal Malik Harrington James G. Hesch Chase Colton Houle Cetera J. Jacobs 
Stephen Patrick Harrington· Sarah Elizabeth Hevia David Landram Bates Howard Dana Maysie Jacobs 
Damane M. Harris Raven Jasmonique Hibbler Monique C. Howard Ethan Taylor Jacobs 
Douglas Scott Harris Benjamin Hickey Sameca Nicole Howard Margot Paulina Jacobs 
Ian Everett Harris Aqueelah Basmeeh Hicks Jessica Cassandra Howe Gabriela Jaje 
Javon Terrell Harris Justin Martez Hill Sherard Antoine Howell Ash.lee James 
Shanice Larae Harris Melinda Megan Hill Matthew Jordan Huber Milos Danilo Janjusevic 
\Villiam Anthony Harris Tedranaey Vanisha Hill Colleen Mary Hudon Jeremy Jara 
Joshua Rosel Harrison Ryan James Hilt Alex Hughes Roderick Fraser Jarnagin 
Alexis Marie Hartford Alex Eluteria Hiltgen David Alan Hughes Jr.• Taylor James Jarrad 
\Vadc \Villiam Harworth Jesse A. Hinchcliffe Jacob Dillon Hughes· Ersel Noc Jaxquin 
\Villiam Goh Haryanto Cameron Philip Hines Luther Johnson Hughes 111 Kimberl)' Lauren Jauregui 
Sun1mer Lynn Hatcher Kacy Michelle Hintz Angelique Nicole Aumcke Sbahrnaz Paige }avid 
Laurel Elizabeth Hauge• Paris Leora Hipps Jessica Lynn Humke Cmistian Jefferson 
Jamie Victoria Haughney Ana Cecilia Hlavatovich Shanae Hundley· James Robert Jeffries nt 
Leslie Paige Hawkins Anthony Ho Samuel \Varren Hunt Emily Marie Jelsomeno• 
Tacey Elizabeth Hawkins Tyler Jackson Scott Hoag Wesley Robert Hunt CheeHo Jeong 
Ellen Mcarthur Hayes Zachary Lawrence Hodes John-Paul Huntoon Jaclyn Olivia Jermyn 
Louis Genazzi Hayes Kim Hoffa Jacob Durham Huppert Salina Nicole Jewell 
Ashley Nicole Head Shaun Riley Hoffman Samantha Hurwitz Jinglu Ji 
Rachel Emily Hearn Braydan Garrett Hogue• Ellie Marie Hutcheson Alyssa A. Johnson 
Olivia Rose Heator Kelsey Rachelle Holland Zachary Hyman Amber Marqu ie Johnson 
Alexis Breanne Heffner-Taylor Kevin Holland Michael Benjamin Hymen Annie Marie Johnson 
Brooke Christine Heidler Joshua Michael Hollander Perrine Julianna lannacchione Austin Van Johnson 
Stefan Arturo Heinsen Taylor Celeste Holley Alejandra Ibarra Christine Rose Johnson 
M ichacl O. Hcitmanek Keith Vernon Holmer Marina Alber Ibrahim Donald Johnson 
Ilana Michelle Held Ryan G. Holmes Samara fbrahim Dylan Matthew Johnson 
Paxson Edward Helgesen• Shanell Holn1es Youstina Ibrahim Jasm ine Nicole Celeste Johnson 
K.asye Helton Benjamin David Holmquist Oolapo Ayoola 1gori Jenna Rayne Johnson 
Tyler Scott Henker Emily Jean Holms Ehi 0. Ike• Joshua David Johnson 
Victoria Henley Kelsey Lynn Holt' Chase Vincent lngrande Kyle David Johnson 
Matthew Steven Henmueller Benjamin Ralph Homburg Taylor Leigh Irvin Matthew Ryan Johnson • 
Alea Hennessy Alex Hood Tyler D. Irvin Micah Allen Johnson 
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Michael Bo Johnson· Anna Culver Keller• Yoko Nicole Kosins Vincent Roosevelt Lasane 
Sterlin Alexander Johnson Morgan Ann Nicole Kelley Mallory A. Kost Rebecca Dawn Lautenschlager 
Tavares Johnson Leanne Marguerite Kelly• Diana George Kostandi' Gabrielle Geneva Lavigne 
lmani Aiya na Joiner Kyle John Kendelski· Robert Pau l Kosrynick · Isaiah Joshua Lawrence 
Caleb Ryan Jones Marissa Kendrick Sarah Arlene Kovacevic Ashley Lawson 
Cherrelle Leah Jones• Brayden Emma·Cate Kendziora Jessica Anne Kovar Kevin Le 
Debra Paige Jones Jacob Carl Kenn.-a lly Adam James Kowa lczyk Jennifer Marie Ledesma 
Neenah Eileen Jones Orrin Joseph Keown Kamil Kozak Faith Eun Joo Lee 
Rockeal Lajewel Jones Sofia Suzanne Kerpan Ellen Grace Kozarits Megan Elisabeth Leetz· 
Salyndrea 8. Jones Katherine Elise Kerr Erika Kranz Katelyn Rose Letfner· 
Brianna Alexis Jordan Kevin Lamont Kerr Daniel Krause• Harrison Maxwcl Leitch 
Kohl Owen Jordan Lindsey Frances Keslar Kyle J. Kredt John Lemberger 
Michael Alexander Joseph Bella Khoshaba Jonathan Brian Kriegel• Tess Lennon-Dorn• 
Sonia Jourdain Karoline Kijowski Prov 0. Krivoshey Dominic Anthony Leon 
Milica Jovanovic Claire Anna Killion· Cory Paul Kronlokken Aaliyah Christina Leonard 
Keenan Kaufman Joyce · Boram Kini Alice Krouse James Leonardi 
Kristin Taylor Joyce Eu nh)•un Kim Torrie Mae Kruize Justin Thomas Leoni 
Tamara A. Ju mean Su ng Jin Kim Luke Kudalis Anthony Leopardo 
Grace Dixon Junk Brianna Alexis King Geoffrey caudiU Kuhn Arden Kirby Levesque 
Adeline Jurss Diamond Kj ng Lauren Nicole Kulikauskas Zachary John Lewand 
Jake Juwa)'Yid Tchaquila K. King Katherine Elizabeth Kullen Karl Winston Lewis 
Kelly Devereux Kabialis Jaclyn Victoria Kiska Kristine Marie Kulp• La ngston Ross Lewis 
Mike Kadziulis Joseph Daniel Kittel Wayne Joseph Kumingo Nikita Yvonne Lewis 
Lanie H. Kafkis Ethan Rae Kjelland· Lindse)' Erin Kurkiewicz Scott \ViJLiam Lewis 
Alex Bernard Kalb Anthony James Klaproth' Jessica Delray Kurtzweg Yuen l,i 
Ashley Dianne Kalleberg Alec Klimson Daniel Lee Kutn ink Alexa Rae Lichty 
Bradle)' Joseph Kaminski' Cheyenne Klinger Natalie Kutrumanes• Geoffrey Elliot Lightbourn 
Lishu Kang Jonathan Klinger· Ka mil Kwasnik Amari Dontrea Liltoo 
Min Kyung Kang Cody Alexander Knazze Kevin Dylan Labarbera Ming Han Sidney Reuben Li m 
Kate Kaplan Natalie Marie Kniola• Katie Ann Lach Wenzhe Lin 
Michael Ka.rol Karcz• Shelby Mccord Knott Antonino La nce Lacorte Terrence Frank Lindley 
Ruqyyah Maryam Karim Drew Fredrick Knoy Austin Lahr Alex Linsenmayer 
Jeremy James Kase Sheridan Patric Koehler Vanja Lajie' Brian P. Lirot 
Alexa nder N. Katsaropoulos Kevin Patrick Koerner Ryan Henry Lamarre Thomas M. t.isak 
Katherine Anne Katsaropoulos Andrej Kojic Shannon Kelly Lamarre Madison Evan Lisle 
Matthew Aaron Kaufman Emily Elizabeth Kolar Jessica Grace Lambert• Anna Gherasim Little 
Aleksandra Kawa Jessica Mae Konecny· Sophie Rose 1~,mzik • Levar Mandela Little 
Joseph Miller Kawula Jeffrey M. Konkel Maggie Jeanne Lancaster l'angyao Liu 
Alexander Philip Kazer • Ha ley Catherine Konor Rosen., Child Lane· Jerom iah Andrew Liver 
Karielynn Kazupski Kevin Dale Kooy Crescenza Nasrazja Lappo Joseph Richard Loboda· 
Lara Saryn Kecl1ichian Thomas Joseph Kopera Jessica Lyn LaRoussa Khristtian Kyi Locke 
Sara Catheri ne Keefe Megan Catherine Korn Isaac Larsen Sa muel Anthony Loda• 
Riley Hughes Keenan Zach Todd Kornhauser Morgan Robert Larson• Hon Pan Loi 
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Mary Noel Loncar Natale Dawn Mardigian Pierce Elliott McGrew Joseph Andrew MierLwa 
Jordan Longti n Afxa Briana Marin Christopher Peter McIntyre Sean Thomas Migalla 
Caitlin Rouse Looney Halle Mari ner• Scott Christopher McKeever Cecilia Mijares 
Alexandra Lopez Tyler L. Mark• Anne Elizabeth McKien1an• Andrea Marie Mikeska 
Amanda Vanessa Lopez· Taylor Lee Markgraf' Kevin Matthew McLaughlin Christine Marie Milan 
Brittney 1,opez Jessica Lynn Marks Gary Maurice Mcmillan Jr. Alexandra M. Miletta• 
Carlos Joel Lopez Patrick Marren Hailey Marian McNamara Eric Reid Miller 
Desiree Lopez Kathryn Marrs Colleen McNaughton Ethan Richard Miller 
Eddie Lopez Alyssa Gail Martin Camiah Ruth Aleysha McNeal Lauren Ashley Miller 
Christina Patricia Lopresti· Brad Anthony Martin Pilar McQuirter Lia Marie Miller-
Hannah May Lorenz Brian Martin Kirsten P. Mcsweeney Melissa Ann Miller 
Jai.lyn Rose-Mae Lorman Serenity Mariah Martin Morgan Michelle Mcwhorter Ryan Andrew Miller• 
Turner Scott Lotts Violet Mary Martin Alyssa C. Medina Samantha A. Miller 
Gabrielle Re nee Louchart Angelica Martinez Mauricio Medina-Elizondo· Samuel Richard Miller 
Kaitlin Bree Lounsberry• Colin Philip Martinez Corina Maya Medrano Abbigail C. Millner 
Victoria Crystal Lozano· Fabian Martine·z Kristine Elize Medriano Danielle Marie Millon• 
Kristell Lozano Albaccte Paige Maschinski Lauren R. Mee• Austin Michael Mills 
Alicia Lucia Lozoya Anna Cassia Masciopinto Jonathan Russell Meeks Grant Douglas Minard 
Joe)' tubelfeld· Hillary Morgan Mason TavarrieTyrell Meeks Brooke Nicole Minder 
Connor M. Luczak Katherine Margaret Mathias Rob Douglas Mefford Darius Kenneth Minor 
Alexa11dra Rae Lukawski • Sophia Mathilde Mathias· Anna Lindsey Mehus Joseph Mario Mion 
Mary Elizabeth Lum ley• Porter· Jeremy Isaiah Melendez Stephanie Miranda 
Avry David Luy Katherine Elizabeth Matott Bryan Aloysius Melhuish Abdulmaseeh Mirzakhail 
Brendan Patrick Lyons Zachar)' Stephen Matson Emily Cecile Mendoza• Alyssia M. Mitchell · 
Brien Edward Lyons Amanda Lynn Matnier Jasmine Mendoza Cayla Alicia Mitchell 
Angela Camille Macek Charles Griffin Matz Julie Diane Mendoza Courtney Bianca Mitchell 
Emily Irene Machura• Eric Cameron Maurer Cyotbia Mercado Kelly Anne Mitchell 
Jade R. Mackey Tanna Jo Mayer Morgan Grace Mercicca Royce William Mitchell In 
Perla C. Magallanes Kcmi O. Mayomi• Bret Alexander Merritt Tanya Modcrsitzki 
Emma Jean Magrady Rosean n Marie Mazique Jacklyn Justine Merry• Ash ley Elizabeth Modrow 
Mason James Maguire• Elois Divine Mbemba Benjamin Aaron Meserve Carolyn Nicole Moe 
AtifSahu Mahr Jr. Alexander Joseph Mccann Mayra Fernanda Mesi na Maria Christianna Mola 
Melissa J. Majnarich Jillian M. McClellan Cory Thomas Metzinger Olivia Louise Hazel Molitor 
Brenda Chui Mun Mak Anna McCormack Irvin Meyer" Jaime Manuel Monreal 
Brittany M. Maldonado Emil)• Suzanne McCoy Anna Irene Mica le Lierra M. Montagueo 
Marlon Alexis Maldonado Fallon Elizabeth McDermott Kayla Michelle Micha lek Lydia Anne Montemayor 
Angelica Wave Malerba Chelsie Nichole McDonald Thomas Edward Michas Flora Alejandra Montes 
Miles M. Malin Giovanni McF.asrland Daniel Peter Michie William Alexander Montes 
Morgan Kayley Mallett Gregory Isaac McElrath Sara Christine Micknowski Kaneen Moody-Meredith 
Brittany Elizabeth Malone• Conor James McGarry Dylan Thomas Middlebrook Cameron Alec Moore· 
John William Malone Joseph Jamerson McGhee Stephanie Taylor Mided Danisha Janae Moore 
GianfrancoA. Mancini Brennan McGiffin Peter Oji ere Midwa • Hannah Lynn Moore• 
Tyler Thomas Mansmith Shamis Michael McGillin Deanna Michelle Miera Kawau.n Tevin Moore 
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Rikki Monika Moore Kassandra Dan ielle Navar Colin Atwell Nygren-Cassels· Kyle \Valter Partacz• 
Ross Moore Michael Christopher Navarro Fiona Obertinca Paulina Passias 
Taylor M. Moore• Thomas Michael Navarro Daly M. O'Brien Sama Patel 
Wesley Stephen Moore Lauren Mi.landria Neal Patrick Christian O'Brien Martinique Shari Pates 
Cesar Daniel Morales Conner Michael Needham· Daniel Joseph O'Connell Alyse Rose Patrick 
Ciara Amaris Morales e1if Louise Negiz Bridget Cailyn O'Connor Michael Allyn Pattengale• 
Justin 1'homas Moran· Dave Gene Negrete" Kyle Jack O'Connor• Douglas Miles Patterson· 
Kyle Ryan Moran Abigail MolynetLx Nelson Lisa Marie O'Connor Robert Jacob Patterson 
Dustin Wayne Moravick Gage Fitzgerald Nelson Danielle O'Donoghue Gregory Donald Paul 
Leslie Moreno Jason Curtis Nelson• Thomas Raymond Okkema • Andrew Pauli 
Randi Nicole Moreno Lauren Alyce Nelson Daniel John Olesen Tobias Jacob Pechner 
Luigi Alexei Moreno Sanchez Mary Rose Nelson Justine Nicole Olson• Idris o . Pedro 
Cha nae Shazel Morris Michael Thomas Nelson Marissa Ann Ondrla Mishonn Alexa Peeples 
Delaney Bianca Morris' Kayvan Nemayeshi Brea O'Neil Richard Raul Pena 
Robert Thomas Morse Haley Mia Nemetz Erwi n Aleja ndro Ordonez Jacqueline J. Pence 
Alex Alcantara Mortel Taylor Elizabeth Nerrnin Carolyn Louise Orlando Olivia Grace Pendleton• 
Ta)•lor Lee Morton Jake Colli ns Newell Harrison Ornelas Rachel Ann Pennington 
Asha Mosley Robe.rt Michael Newton Alejandra Joseline Orozco Narlyn Venice Pereira 
Dashanda Macy Mosley Nhan Brian Quang Ngo Raul Alexander Orozco Alexander Joseph Perez 
Mabel Maria Mosquera Kenny Nguyen Zullay Johanna Orozco victor Samuel Perez 
Edgar Raul Mora Khoa Nguyen Victoria Kathleen Ortega Huel Jared Perkins' 
Lauren Elizabeth Mrozek· Michelle Tran Nguyen Alexis Osborne Gabrielle Renee Perrea 
Kelly Ann Muchling Alex.is Michelle Nichols Ashley Lauren Osborne Sarah Nicole Perry 
Brannagan-Ashley Ke.imik Niece'lc Nicolas Tyler Edison Oser TilTany R. Perry 
Mukaisu• David Martin Nicolau Oludemilade Adedamola Osilaja Caroline D. Peserik 
Patrick Hugh Mulheron• Michael James Niehaus• David Osorio Jessica Louise Peters 
Jake Lee Mullen Geoffrey Scott Nielsen Jr. Christopher Melad Osterlu nd Michael J. Petritis 
Robert Rene Valenzuela Max Kristian Nielsen Megan Aileen O'Toole · Alicea Peyton 
Mulligan Saku Egon Evon Nielsen Sharayah Janae Outerbridge Fa llon Marie Pfeiffer 
Francesca Marie Munaco Puja Kumari Nigam Gregory Lee Owens Crystal Tabitha Phillips 
Giselle Arlynne Munoz Hideki Nishizawa Kimberly Ann Owyang• Daniel \Vyatt Phillips 
Alexander Max Murrey· Mercedes Elizabeth Nixon- Masami Naomi Pace Kayra Doris Phillips 
Alysha Marie Murillo Pa.I.mer Hayley Camille Pahl Megan Kathleen Phillips 
Zach Marrin Murman-Freer Melissa Adele Nobili ltzel Pa !ados Anthony Richard Piazza 
Jennifer Elizabeth Murphy· Jillian M. Nobis• Luis Alberto Pa.lacios Ulises Pico 
Tim L. Murphy' James Sruarr Noble Nelson Andres Pamplona Arturo Piedra 
Arthur Jose Murton Mitchel Parker Noble Charles Michael Panzica Maggie Anne Pierce• 
Sreejith Sreekumar Nair Adam Richard Nofs• Nicholas Jordan Pansino Emma Louise Pierson 
Nicholas Gregory Nalepka· HyohunNoh Matthew Papa Anand Sunil Pillai 
Jessica Salinee Nance Preston Riley Norman Alex Reinhardt Pappas Caitlene Marie Pina· 
Frank Nanna Megan L)•nn Norowski Byron Park· Corey Mcmahon Pinchoff" 
Almanya Naru la Alec Shane Novoselsky' So Jeong Jeong Park Akeda M. Pipersburgh 
Ratisha Shencil Nash Brianna Jane Nunes Clayton Bernard Parr Ian M. Pirner 
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Angela Piscitiello Just in Joseph Reckamp Taylor Lynn Robinson Brcyana Sin1one Russ 
Brianna M. Planrer Addie Karhryn Reese Ha ley Ingrid Robles Jeremy Charles Russo 
Jacqueli ne M. Pojasek Brandon Reeves Mayira M. Robles• Emily Anne Ruszczak 
Cltristopher Casey Polmanski Chaisley Lanae Reeves Kalei Doscope Roby John Thomas Ryan 
Michele Lynn Potenberg Carson Grable Reid Lisa Marie Roche David Edward Rzeszutko 
McKen na Leigh Powell Evan M. Rein Jazmyn Alexis Rodgers Deidra Martise Saddler· 
Megan Laurie Powers Tiffany Reiner Agapito Rodriguez Keith Jhoey Sadural 
Samantha Press• Rachel Erin Reiman · Allie Jeane Rodriguez Shawn Adams Sagen 
Noelle Sade Prete Chelsea Irys Rendlen • Gustavo Rodriguez Jr. Haye Yukio Sahelijo 
Douglas Charles Price Kirsten Rebecca Renz Juliano Rae Rodrigue1, Harrison James Saitis 
Melanie Catherine Principe Daniel Edward Reulbach Magda lene Rodriguez Majid.ah Zaharah Saleem 
Ashleigh Nicole Prindle· Juliana Jessica Reuter• Ruth Rodriguez Nancy Saito• 
Jonah Paul Pritchett· Anthony Dondi Reyes Sally Rodriguez Kristen Rae Sambo 
Grace Leslee Pritula · Jose Luis Reyes Luis Alberto Rodriguez-Feo Carla M. Sanchez 
Tyra Lindsay Prosser Selena Priscilla Reyes John NickoloffRogers Margaret Elizabeth Sanderson 
Kevin Patrick Provost Yesenia Reyes Amber Nicole Rogus Maxwell Scott Sandler 
John Blajr Przybocki Keisa Rochelle Reynolds Tatum Elizabeth Rohde Ligia Fen1anda Sandoval 
Katheryn Elizabeth Pucillo Dalton Phillip Rhodes Gloria Rojas Hope Elizabeth Marie 
Andrew Puisis David Michael Rice Carlin James Rollen hagen Sandwisch· 
Harvey Pullings Jr. Ryan Philip Rice Claire Alexandra Roma Lariana Santiago 
Alesha Mae Pulscher· Tyler Scot Rice Jessica Marie Romero Stephanie J. Santiago 
Justine Ellese Putnam• Maya Iman Richards Benjam.in Thomas Ronnbeck Ulysses Santillan 
Aaron Pylinsk i Mary Kathleen Richardson Ron John B. Ronquillo Jessica Ash ley Santrock 
Nathaniel Gabriel Pyzik Erin Christine Richter Evan Michael Rook· Maria Angelica Saucedo 
Alexis Abigail Quance Dianna Lucia Jeannette Ricotta • \Villiam \Vatson Rooks• Sara Ann Saunier 
Andrea Radulovic Ben Martin Rifken • Anna Kathleen Rooney Jovana Ana Savic 
Maxwell John Rainey Kristen Kathryn Rinner Keith Jacob Roper Robert Michael Sawyer 
Hannah Marie Rajnicek Malcolm George Riordan Michael Braden Ropp Zachary Joseph Scaletr.a 
Adria nna I. Rajwa• Genesis M. Rios China Corine Rorie Emily Katherine Scanlon• 
Ramon Ramirez Kiera Brianna Risuglia Tianna Jamile Rosa Evan Gabriel Scapelliti 
Roxa nne Ramirez• Erica Rivera Elliot Colin Rosen Oaniel Scarpelli 
Stefanie Marie Ramirez Jessica Marie Rivera Christian Nelson Ross Kathryn Elizabeth Schade· 
Sal Ran1mouni Amanda L}'llll Rizleris Devinn Dakohta Ross• Hannah Ranae Schaefer 
Nestor Gabriel Ramos John Nikko Rizzo Kailey Kathleen Roth · Taylor June Scheibe· 
Athena Vasiliki Ramsaran Joseph Ray Roark Lee Samuel Roundtree Rachel Jeanine Scheller 
Alyson Taylor Ramsey Daniel Stanley Robbins Claudia R. Roy• Nathan Patrick Schenck• 
Whitley Anna Randle Karrina Alicia Roberts Katherine Grant Royko Zachery Mckenzie Schiermann 
Mohamed Adel bin Molla.med Trevor Harris Roberts Lisa Ruan Dem.i K. Schlehofer 
Rashid Valentina Rosalae Roberts Zachary Jacob Rube nstein · Sarah Elizabeth SchJicder 
Michael Andrew Rausch Rachel Grace Robianes Sherrae Rucker Chelsey Autumn Schmidt 
Celeste Pauline Ray Kaileigh Jakirra Robinson Connor Scot Rudynski• Kimberly Carlyn Schmutzler-
Jennifer Robin Raymo• Kellen Marie La.ngley Robinson Daniel L. Ruffolo Keri Elizabeth Schnabel 
Vickie Ann Reaves-Hayes Matthew Kevin Robinson Jessica Marie Ruhl · Gabrielle Lauren Schne ider 
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Paul Fitzgerald Schoessling· Rashmi Shivni• Carley Marissa Sohn· Michelle Marie Sudeikis 
Gabrielle Elizabeth Schofield Daniel Shoukry• Olivia Renee Soliz Kyle Joseph Sudges 
Carson Scott Schroeder• Christina Marie Shrier Breanne Eli.zabcth Somach Dan Jeremiah Sullivan 
Katharina Ann Schuldheisz Jessica Shroka Emily Elizabeth Spindler Jeffrey Daniel Sullivan 
Kilian Schuldt' Melanie Elizabeth Shugert Victoria Lee Spivey Maunie Jasmine Sullivan 
Corinne Elizabeth Schultz Andrew Christopher Shumaker Atiruck Srisuwan Mcghan An ne Sullivan 
Katherine Lynn Alise Schultz Christopher Shuttlesworth Mukdaprakorn• Rebecca Ann Sullivan 
Christian James Schuneman Sarah Siefert' Katheryn Mary Frances Stacey Allison Justine Sulouff 
Nicolette Elizabeth Schwartz Connor Charles Sielaff• Danielle Marie Stacy Cody Gene Sumner 
Sara Christine Schwartz Samue l Cordiner Silver Constance Mary Ashley Stanley Andrew Lee Sundeen 
Matthew Scorte• Alex Louis Silverberg Blake Stark Ian Edward Surroz 
Arissa Joyce-Chanel Scott Aaron Anthony Simms Chase B. Starks Jameson Allen Swain 
Austin Douglas Scott Monica Rae Simonds· Collin William Stearns Prasant Swaminathan 
Skye Sade Scott Tristan Dijon Edward Sims Savannah Mashas Steidinger· ZareenSycd 
Zia Sarerte Scott Alexander). Singleton Ward Agnieszka Szafranski 
Brad Scritf Rebecca Louise Sinres Brianna Yael Stein• Kevin Richard Szczepanski• 
Hannah Scruggs Jesse Marko Sirkus-Brown Keelan Seamus Steinkamp Katharine Paige Szymanski 
Rayna Paige Scruggs Christopher Cody Skobel ' Martha Stejar• Jonathan Andrew Oendiola 
Elizabeth Jane Sebastian· Alia Michelle Skowron Madeline Kraiss Stelzer Taala 
Don1in.ic J. Segatti· Kathryn Christine Skrundz· James Edward Stepien• Lauren MarieTaldone 
Allison Jennifer Segel Paula Suzanne Skutis Sean Michael Stepien Bridget Laine Tolley 
Trevor William Seitz Dora Sara Slotnick Eric Michael Stern Alma Thalia Tamayo 
Jaclyn Amy Selesky• Alexandria Jessica Smith Mayley Elizabeth Stevenson• Bingqian Tan 
Michael Emmett Sempek Andrew Harrison Smith Raven Flora Stevenson Xavier Marcel Tanner 
Andrew James Sena Christopher R. Smith Jordan Steward Michael Alexander Tansey 
Kyra Anne Senese Connor E. Smith Alex Christopher Stewart• Madeline Grace Taussig 
Rebecca May Senft· Derek Benjamin Smith Kiley Mika! Stewart Brigitte N. Taylor 
Tarsue Kea la Lucille Sera Diamond L.1Briana Smith Jeffrey Alexander Stine Christian Lloyd Taylor 
Devy Jayanti Setiady Dijon Ann Smith Colin Matthew Stiscak David Taylor 
Eric Sebastian Sexton Jr. Elizabeth Jane Smith David Dean Stobbe Robyn Amber Taylor 
Jesse Evan Shackelford Isaac Rainer Smith• Corina Diane Srocker Natasha Nicole Tennison 
Garrett Charles Shafer Jasmine Nicole Sntith Morgan Emily Stolle Gabrielle Orion Terbush 
Michael Christopher Shaben Jonah Smith Jenna Marlene Stolz· Assata Tonj Terrell 
Allison Emily Shapiro· Richard Jordan LOuis Smith Mitchell Wayne Stom ner Sarah JosephineTesfai 
Victoria Rose Shapow Sarah Elizabeth Smith Carly Strand• Courtney Anne Tesh 
Zoe Alexandra Sharkey Scott Matthew Smith Anna-Lena Straubenger Bryonna Joresa Teverbaugh 
Heather Marie Shawaluk Spencer Scott Smith Marianna Me'Kel Streater Hannah NicoleTheiring · 
Samuel Shechtman T'iara Smith Victoria Racquel Street Sophia BrionneTheofanos 
Alexander Zachary Sherman Rose Isabella Smith·\Voollams• Katie Scarlett Strickland Renee-Claude Theriault 
Tomoko EstavilloShibata• Brittnee Taylor Snodgrass · Nom1an Devin Stringer Jr. Anna LOpez Thiakos 
Zachary Joseph Shiffrin Timothy Jeff Snow Robert Cornelius Strong Madeleine Claire Thiers• 
Eddie Joseph Shilaita Jacob Edward Snyder Samuel Steven Stucky Myranda L. Thigpen 
Zach Shimshak Yvonne Melissa Sode· William Vernon Suckerman Brianna Renae Thomas 
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Brooke Ashleigh Thomas Jordan Simone Truesdale Mattisson Francis voe II Ryanne Alexandria \Vesley 
Danielle Elyse Thomas Larissana Marilyn Trupes Lauren Kath leen Vogel BreShey Nicole \Vcstbrook 
Morgan Rene Thomas Zaricl Skyler Tucker Ana Leigh Vrhel Stephen Nicholas Wester 
Richard Thomas £feTufan Shayna Lee \Vacker · \Villiam Oliver Rosen 
Sarah MayThomas Rana Nicole Tuggle Rachael Michel \Vadc Westgaard 
Scott Kelley Thomas Rachana ChoudaryTummala Anthony James Wagner Veronica Zendejas Whitaker 
Jibri Deshaun Thompson Tayler R. Turner Cathy Waksmundzki Angelique Bianca White 
Katherine Lynne Thompson• YanaTyan Corey ELizabeth \Valdron Harrison Ellis \Vhite 
Nicholas Andre Thompson Jerry Nathaniel Tyler Angela Diamond \Val.ker Yasmine D. \Vhitfield 
Phtundra Charmella Thompson Adreanna Tyson Bria )'nae \Va Iker Justin Alexander \Viderski 
Siobhan RocaThompson· Latanya Marie Tyson Casey Elizabeth \Valker Samuel Duke \Vieland 
Aaron Thorne Sona Cheron Tyson Raymond Maurice Walker Jr. Raven Sierra-Danielle \Viggan 
Arianna Thornton• Edgar Eduardo Ulin Jr.• Evan Wallace Kaitlin \Vijas • 
Jessica Lee Threadgill Colvin Lee Underwood Galen Peter Wallace Levi Creighton Wilcox 
Letitia Threadgill Kayla M. unnerstall Morgan Macy Wallace· \Vhirney Michelle Wilder 
Kayla Evelyn Thurman Briana Utria Sara Lyn \Va lsh Stephen Alexander Wilkes 
Jennifer Lauren Tickman Jerry John Valakas Alexandria Morgan Walrers Andrea Melody Wilkins 
Elanor Andrea Tier Karen Denise Valdes Kristen Caprietta Mae Walters• Courtney Frances \Vilkins 
Elizabeth Lauren Timpa Sara h Rose Valentine Emily Ann \Varel · Justin Alen Wilkins 
Christopher George Titus Daniel Thomas Valera Lindsay Theresa Ward Austin Joseph Williams 
ClementTng· Alex Mitchel Vanderaa Moriah Deshona \Varfield Blake Anthony \Villiams 
Sarah Toarmina Megan Nichole Van.Kanegan Emily Rose Warpinsk.i Chamone Diane Williams 
Christie Marie Tokarski• Violeta Celie Vara Sierra Jannicse Ashley warren Ebonee Cherelle Willia ms 
Ryan Hapgood Tongue Federico Vargas Brittany Bernice Washington Evan Jere! \Villiams 
EmilyToops Sandra Vargas Shane Micheal Waters Franchester Aon Williams 
Lauren EmialyToosevich Elizabeth Vargas Camacho Tracy Marie \Vaters Jonathan Pierre Williams 
Arturo Thomas Torres Jr. Rajah Nicholas Varnado Alicia Darcel \Varley Mershonda Jeanette Williams 
Daniela Raquel Torres Michelle Elizabeth Vasquez Brandon Watt Sydney Rae \Villiams 
Gamaliel Torres• \Villiam Michael Vatkin David Lee \Vatta Derrick Max \Villiamson 
Mela nie Tortes Hector Vazquez Cassia Marie Watts Alexis Kina \Villis 
Sarah Toth Ludith Vazquez Maya Gabrielle Weathersby· Rachel \Villirs 
Angela KatherineTournis Zinnia Vazquez Huggins Elliott Vann \Vills 
I Ice Trajceski Kristina Marie Vega Troy Edward Weaver• Jacqueline Priscilla Wills· 
Terry Travasso Jacob Patrick Velander Tamarah L. Webb Alantra \Vi Ison 
Natalie Ruth Traxler Eugenia Frances Venetico Nicole Shay Weinberg Josephine Marie Wilson 
\Vhitoey Michelle Traylor Nicolette Noel Venia • Alexander .Evan Weis Rian Wayne \Vi Ison 
Matt Tribble Caroline Marie Vetter Joseph Edward \Veisenritrer• Joshua Daniel Winchester 
Kayla Marie'fricaso Dalton John Viggers Joshua Raymond Weitzel Courtney Lyn \Vindisch 
Tristan Triptow Brenda Villanueva Camille \Velch Midiael Criston Winfield 
Skyller Ayn Tritch Kawani Dior Villanueva-Hardin Emma Grace Welch Cheri7.ar Elizabeth \Vinke 
Brandie NicholeTtotter Stephanie Villarruel DominicTimorhy\VendeJ• Amy \Visniewski 
Dominique Trotrer Christopher Villegas Claire Townsend \Vendlandt Stephen Jacob \Vissman· 
Stephanie Anne Trovato Son Vo Kelly \Venzel Alex Thomas Witt· 
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Jason Matthew Wojmwicz 
Jennifer J. Wolan 
Samuel Howard Wolf 
Sarah Madison Wolfe 
Benjan1in Ernst \Volpoff 
Nailah Marie Wood 
Sarah Marie Wood 
Taylor Nicole Woosley• 
Sarah Corrine \Vortman 
Jamise Glorianna Wright 
Jenay C. \Vright 
Alex Wroblewski 
Edmund Wu· 
Emily Christine Wuerdeman 
Sean Michael \Vyboum • 
Joseph Michael Wylie 
Sangren Xu' 
HechengXu 
Sireena Yancour 
Candidates for the 
Dan Yang• 
Kelsey Nicole Yates· 
Taylor Evelyn Yates 
Allison Amber Yazel 
Atzimba Yepez 
Brennan York• 
Janae Alton Young 
Kathleen Elizabeth Young• 
Rachel Taylor Young 
Rebecca Cole Young 
Filip Zadro• 
Stephanie Grace Zahlmann 
Miguel Angel Zambrana 
Daniel Joseph Zar 
MaryZayed 
Mike Zdanowicz 
Veronica Simone Zcbot 
Dominic Benjamin Zeier 
Boran Zhang 
SECOND BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE 
Katherine Leigh Jordan Baran Sam Casper Freeman• 
Katie Lynn Barker Shannon Elizabeth Gibson· 
ldrinc Nabishusha Bishwcka Gretchen Grace Goetzman• 
Shimon David Castle· Maxine Cassandra Granja• 
Deundcun Cho· Brian Daniel Hodes· 
Epiphany Annie Davis Valeria Jimenez 
Teresa Elizabeth Deziel· Jennifer L. Klingberg 
Midori Kathleen Eng• Mary Lazarikos· 
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Chongchi Zhang 
Xiaona n Zhou• 
XueniZhou 
Anna Katherine Zielinski 
Ga ia Zol 
Alyssa Davis Zopp 
Al)'Se Marie Zordani 
Edward A. Zorich• 
Kathryn Theresa zosky 
Zachary James Zubaty 
Jeremy Paul Zussman 
Matthew Gregg Lennertz 
Siebron A. Mallard' 
Joann Mikhail 
Vasilika Victoria Mikosz 
Lisha Peng 
Brenna Robinson 
Kristin Anna Yasmin Schmitz· 
Christina Schulte 
Jessica Denise Scott 
Angela Renee Solomon 
Daniely Soriano· 
Michael Thomas Storer· 
Sihang Sun• 
Christopher Ha.rold Usndek • 
Stacey Lynn Zarling• 
Andrew Zelitsky 
'WITH ACADEMIC HONORS 
• 
COMMENCEMENT SYMBOLS AND TRADITIONS 
The college mace, which is carried Into the Commencement ceremony by 
the chief faculty marshal, represents the collective authority of the college's 
faculty. The ceremony does not officially begin until the mace is placed in its 
stand on the stage. Columbia's mace is a three-dimensional representation 
of the college seal; the design symbolically depicts light breaking out into 
the world. 
lhe medallion worn by the president a t Commencement, which incorporates 
the college seal. represents the authority vested in the president by t11e 
Board of Trustees. The medallion's custom-designed chain is imprinted with 
the thumbprints of Individual students. faculty and staff; these serve as a 
symbolic expression o f the richness and diversity of the college community. 
The college mace and the presidential medallion were designed and created 
by sculptor and part-time faculty member Miklos P. Simon. 
On the Cover 
·our Oissimilarities· by Victoria Shapow ('16), Commencement Photography 
Contest Winner 
Artist Statement 
Victoria Sha pow works as an art director and commercial photographer on a 
variety of digita l and print projects. She has gained exceptional typography 
skills and a deep understanding of color theory through this work, which 
ranges from web banner design to alcohol packaging to stop-motion videos. 
Shapow uses her bright, colorful and conceptual designs and photography 
as a way of storytelling. Art activism is very important to her. and she tries to 
incorporate it into her work whenever she can. 
About the Selection Process 
Open to all graduating students. regardless of major. the Commencement 
Photography Contest drew submissions from a wide range of undergraduate 
and graduate students. A committee of faculty and staff narrowed the pool 
down to three finalists, and then the Columbia studen t body chose the 
winning photograph. "Dur Dissimilarities: by popular vote. 
Your Com me nceme nt photographs will be available on line for viewing soon. 
Sec the photos at www.gradi mages.com. 
lhe producers would like to 
acknowledge the following 
individuals for helping to make 
the 2016 Commencement 
exercises possible: 
American Sign Language 
Interpretation 
Estoban Amaro (BA '05) 
Josh Ayoub 
Jenna Baugh (BA '00) 
Tiffany Sersen (BA '08) 
Christy Thomas (BA '05) 
Duriyah Wilborn (BA '00) 
Student Production 
Assistants 
Zoe Aikins 
Eboni Bryant 
Jacob Dagit 
Monique Doron 
Julio Lopez 
Tran Nguyen 
Ian Valiente 
Malik Woolfork 
Manifest Music Video 
Producers 
Green River Films, Inc. 
Sam Sanders (MFA '01) 
John Farbrother {MFA '03) 
Site Producer 
Charles Gomez 
Stage Manager 
Debra Liddell 
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COMMENCEMENT CONCERT 
Joe Cerqua 
Producer/Director 
Steve Hadley 
Associate Producer 
Rosita Sands, PhD 
Interim Chair. Music 
·Good Days· 
By Eric Rutherford, Tory P·lopez 
and Chris Fisher 
Performed by Momz -
The Recording and 
Performance Ensemble 
"Berimbau· 
By Baden Powell 
Arranged by Karolina Prus 
Performed by the Columbia 
College Chicago Jazz 
Ensemble 
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"Love Train· 
By Kenny Gamble and Leon Huff 
Arranged by Thomas Gunther 
Performed by the Columbia 
College Chicago Gospel Choir 
and the Columbia College 
Chicago Jazz Ensemble 
"Off The Wall" 
By Rod Tempenon 
Performed by the R&B Ensemble: 
Showcase 
"A Night In Tunisia" 
By Dizzy Gillespie 
Performed by the Fusion 
Ensemble 
"Best of My Love· 
By Maurice White and Al McKay 
Performed by the R&B Ensemble: 
Showcase 
· seven Steps 10 Heaven· 
By Victor Feldman and Miles 
Davis 
Arranged by Manny Mendelson 
Performed by the Columbia 
College Chicago Jazz Ensemble 
"When I Get There• 
By Kirk Franklin 
Orchestrated by Scott Hall 
Performed by the Columbia 
College Chicago Gospel Choir 
and the Columbia College 
Chicago Jazz Ensemble 
·wait for Me" 
By Josephine Omokheyeke. Matt 
Gonsiorek, Leah Jean Griffith 
and Ales Banlett 
Performed by Momz -
The Recording and 
Perfonr1ance Ensemble 
"Nothing Personal" 
By Don Grolnick 
Performed by the Fusion 
Ensemble 
"Hey Ya!" 
By Andre 3000 
Performed by the R&B Ensemble: 
Showcase 
·1 Still Haven't Found What I'm 
Looking For· 
ByU2 
Arranged by Garey Deadman 
Performed by Momz - The 
Recording and Performance 
Ensemble; the R&B 
Ensemble: Showcase: the 
Columbia College Chicago 
Commencement Choir; and the 
Columbia College Chicago Jazz 
Ensemble 
R&B ENSEMBLE: 
SI-IOWCASE 
Chuck Webb. Director 
Anna Agosta: Vocals 
James Boyd: Drums 
Rebecca Brunner: Vocals 
Christopher Fisher: Guitar/ 
Vocals 
Josephine Omokheyeke: Vocals 
Tory P·Lopez: Bass 
Eric Rutherford: Keyboards 
David Smith: vocals 
FUSION ENSEMBLE 
William Boris. Director 
Amber McMillan: Vocals* 
Perry Cowdery: Guitar• 
John Cunningham: Tenor Sax 
Mackenzie Brooks: Piano 
Jalen Baker: Vibes 
Josh Griffin: Bass 
Deonte Bra1 lley: Drums 
'CRADUA1'1NG SENIORS 
MOMZ - RECORDING 
AND PERFORMANCE 
ENSEMBLE 
Gary Yerklns, Oirector 
Alex Bartlett: Vocals* 
Leah Jean Griffith: Vocals 
Josephine Omokheyeke: Vocals 
Johnny Seguin: Drums 
Nico Puzio: Guitar• 
Matt Gonsiorek: Guitar" 
Eric Rutherford: Keyboards/ 
Vocals 
Chris Fisher: Keyboards 
Tory P·Lopez: Bass 
Justin Rosado: Keyboards 
COLUMBIA 
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JAZZ ENSEMBLE 
Scott Hall, Director 
Saxophone Section 
Yasmine Mifdal 
Aisha Clark 
John Cunningham 
Karolina Prus" 
John Kelsie 
Trombone Section 
Ariel Danzy 
Joseph Drezmiecki 
Jeremy Catledge 
Trumpet Section 
Jason Deran 
Michael Jones 
Miles Allen 
Wesley Moore 
Rhythm Section 
Perry Cowdery• 
Jalen Baker 
CheeHoJeong 
Tony Piazza• 
Adam Shead* 
Andrew Gercak 
COLUMBIA 
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COMMENCEMENT 
CHOIR 
Walter Owens. Director 
D'Zhari Bolden 
Tahlia Orr 
Simone Townsend 
Rockeal Jones 
Kayla Kelly 
Tone Ross 
Forrest Siller 
Kelsie Johnson 
Kiana Mayes 
Jazmyne Fountain1': 
Michael Rawls 
Noel Price 
Mariah Stuart 
Dina Muzzalupo 
Michael Hoskins 
lmani WIiiiams 
Vu Tran 
Byron Parks 
Rashida Carter 
Michael Adkins 
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
CHAIR 
Richard P. Kiphart 
VICE CHAIR 
Chester T. Kamin 
Vl CECHAIR 
Sylvia Neil 
VICE CHAIR 
Hugh C. Williams 
SECRETARY 
Sharon Dalenberg 
TREASURER 
Barry M. Sabloff 
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TRUSTEES 
Andrew Alexander 
Len Amato 
Robert J. Buford 
Madeleine Burrell 
Jimmy Chamberlin 
Lester N. Coney 
Luis de la Parra 
Terry Diamond 
Susan V. Downing 
Jeremy Daniel Efroymson 
Jane Gately 
John R. Gehron 
Devin A. Gross 
Joan Hammel. ex officio 
John McClain Holmes 
Kwang-Wu Kim. ex officio 
Jay Leib 
Averill Leviton 
Frederick C. Lowinger 
Arlen D. Rubin 
Asha L.1. Spencer 
Arthur Sussman 
Andreas Waldburg-Wolregg 
Sona Wang 
Allison Grant Williams 
Robert A. Wlslow 
William E. Wolr 
TRUSTEES EMERITI 
Lerone Bennett Jr. 
Sydney Smith Gordon 
Samuel E. Pfeffer 
Victor Skrebneski 
Helena Chapellin Wilson 
HONORARY TRUSTEES 
Bill Kurtis 
Allen M. Turner 
SENIOR ADMINISTRATION 
Kwa ng-\\lu Kim, DMA 
President and CEO 
Stan Icy T. \\lea rden, PhD 
senior Vice President and Provost 
Patricia Bergeson 
Vice President of Legal Affairs and 
General Counsel 
DEANS 
Jan Chindlund 
Dean of the Library 
Steven Corey, PhD 
Interim Dean. School of Liberal Arts 
and Sciences 
DEPARTMENT CHAIRS 
SCHOOL OF FINE AND 
PERFORMING ARTS 
Jeff Abell 
Art & Art History (Interim) 
Peter Carpenter, PhD 
Dance (Aeling) 
Timothy Cozzens, MFA 
Design 
Peter Fitzpatrick, MFA 
Photograplty 
John Green, PhD 
Theatre (Allen and Lynn Tumer Chair) 
Susan Imus 
Creative Arts Therapies 
Phil ippe Ravanas, MBA 
Busfness & Entrepreneurship 
Rosita Sa nds, PhD 
Music (Interim) 
Jeff Schiff, PhD 
Fashion Stud,~s (Interim) 
Richard Dowsek 
Interim Vice President of Business 
Affairs and CFO 
Mark Kelly 
Vice Ptesidcnt for Student Success 
Onye Ozuzu, MFA 
Interim Dean. School of Fine and 
Performing Arts 
Constantin Rasina riu, PhD 
Interim Dean. School of Media Arts 
SCHOOL OF LIBERAL ARTS 
AND SCIENCES 
Peter Cook 
American Sign l anguage 
Kenneth Daley, PhD 
English 
Azar Khosravani, PhD 
Science and Mathematics (Acting) 
Erin McCarthy, PhD 
Humanities. History and Social 
Sciences (Acting) 
Carol Lloyd Rozansky, PhD 
Education 
Tony Trigilio, PhD 
Creative Writing (l1ltorlm) 
Charles Kimball, PhD 
Special Assistant for Strategic 
Initiatives 
Dayle Matchett 
Chier or staff 
Sharon \Vilson-Taylor, PhD 
Associate Vice President and 
Dean of Students 
SCHOOL OF MEDIA ARTS 
Barbara Calabrese 
Radio 
Joseph Ca nceUaro, PhD 
Interactive Arts & Media 
Suzanne McBride 
Communication and Media Innovation 
(Interim! 
Sharon Ross, PhD 
Television (Interim) 
JosefSteiff, MFA 
Cinema Art • Science (Acting) 
Pantelis Vassilakis, PhD 
Audio Arts & Acoustics 
Deborah Maue 
Vice President o f Strategic Marketing 
and Communications 
Jonathan Stern 
Vice President o f Development and 
Alumni Relations 
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CLASS OF 2016 
Write your messages and men1ories! 
CLASS OF 2016 
Write your n1essages and n1en1ories! 
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CLASS OF 2016 
Write your messages and memories! 

''OUR DISSIMILARITIES'' 
by VICTORIA SHAPOW ('16) 
COMMENCEMENT PHOTO CONTEST WINNER 
Columbia 
COLLEGE CHICAGO 
